Comments from Honor Code Ratification 2014

1 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I like the Honor Code.

2 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s)::

3 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I love it

4 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: so there is no special plenary!

5 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: C

6 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Working so far... At least it seems like it is.

7 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: stuff

8 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I LOVE IT

9 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: broke

10 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think it will better our community

11 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: There should be a link to the honor code in the poll email so students can more conveniently thoughtfully consider and/or maybe a link to specific areas of change.... But, since as far as I can tell it's the same as before minus a few bureaucratic adjustments, I approve

12 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I enjoy it. I like it. Its nice.

13 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I agree with the Code

14 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's fine.

15 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I agree with the principles of the honor code and hold myself to their standards.

16 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code is essential to Haverford!

17 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code significantly improves the Haverford experience

18 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I like the idea of us still having an honor code, so there you go.

19 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: N

20 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: 1

21 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe that the Code is is an essential aspect of the Haverford community. It's what makes the college experience unique to Haverford and I enjoy being in a community of people who value things like generosity, honesty, hard work, loyalty, and respect.

22 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Because it's awesome

23 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following
reason(s):: The Honor Code provides an environment that supports academic excellence by fostering trust between professors and students, and students themselves.

24 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Professors like that it exists

25 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It can and does work

26 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: The prevalence of academic dishonesty at Haverford is troublingly high. In the near future, the effectiveness of the Honor Code at affecting an environment in which academic dishonesty is as rare as possible, in comparison to the effectiveness of alternative systems in this capacity, needs to be evaluated.

27 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Because we need it for our professors to trust us.

28 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's too late in my Haverford career for me to care very much about this either way.

29 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Integrity is an important quality to have.

30 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: loving this trusting and trust-worthy lifestyle.

31 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: We need honor code to make us a better community.

32 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: yes

33 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Because I completely agree with this semester's code

34 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I want to not be emailed about the Code

35 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Fosters a sense of trust on campus.

36 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: yep

37 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think the ratification makes good sense and we need it.

38 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I'm a senior, and the Code has come to mean much more to me since I've been abroad and since I've considered life after Haverford. It is far from perfect, but I strongly believe in our community and our ability to craft a thoughtful whole. For this, and many more reasons, I am voting for its ratification. VIVA LA FORD! I hope that we can continue to talk as a community about what the Code means to us and what we want from it.

39 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: A

40 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is a good document that I believe in

41 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is awesome!

42 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I love the Honor Code. It's like that friend from summer camp that you don't see that often,
but when you do it's awesome.

44 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's useful.

45 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: I think that social honor code has major flaws.

46 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think it is good.

47 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: a

48 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It works

49 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I feel the honor code is an integral part of campus life, and it was a large part of why I chose to come to Haverford.

50 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: cuz i don't like to have scheduled or proctored exams

51 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Dat honor code doe

52 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Good times

53 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: yAY haveeeerford

54 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code is an essential part of Haverford

55 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe it to be a sham that allows the administration to avoid taking responsibility for any issues.

56 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code is based on Quaker values which in my opinion the collective student body does not truly understand, given that there is no spiritually based impulse to actually adhere to them. The only thing that ties us together is an imperfect, secular institution, and over my four years it has become clearer and clearer that the institution is not enough. Haverford draws students for too many different reasons to pretend that something like the Honor Code is working.

I have seen the Honor Code/Honor Council at work in the worst of situations and it has not done its job. I cannot in good conscience ratify it when it so totally failed me and others that I know. I think Honor Council (and juries in general) is unprepared for the complex situations that come their way, and I don't think it should continue as is until a viable solution is found.

I do not do this lightly, but I also think that it honestly doesn't even matter. The greatest irony of all is that student self government at Haverford is an illusion; the administration only takes student points of view into account when it conveniences them.

57 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I vote yes

58 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The new resolutions are completely reasonable and steps in the right direction for the community. :)

59 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: the honor code is fine the way it is

60 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's the right thing man
61 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe that the Honor Code creates a level of understanding between student and faculty alike.

62 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I appreciate our alcohol policy. That's part of the honor code, right?

63 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I feel that the Honor Code acts as a glue of understanding between groups of people.

64 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Its beneficial for everyone baby

65 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: I think that this system often re-perpetuates its errors, lack of consideration for certain kinds of people and I would appreciate more consideration from faculty members in some instances. I don't believe students are always equipped to take on such large leadership responsibilities in determining the next course in an individual's life. These are important roles to fill and I think that it would be better to have an application system rather than an election.

66 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: We need to figure out a way to encourage students to not be apathetic about the Honor Code. My freshmen year, the Honor Code was the reason why people came to Haverford. Now, the number of trials have made it clear that it is no longer a priority. I think we, as a community, need to evaluate why that is.

67 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: Yeah

68 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It wouldn't be Haverford without the Code.

69 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: We do not want anarchy!!!!

70 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: h

71 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I agree with the honor code as it stands

72 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: All the honors for all the codes.

73 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's a good code to uphold by. By upholding the proud morals to which we stand for then it is a must that we therefore promote a substantial being.

74 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code is the reason I came to Haverford. Without it, I would have to reevaluate my college career.

75 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think it's helpful for the haverclo community.

76 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I feel the honor code is working and agree with the new amendments.

77 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Next time, don't make me write anything.

78 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s)::

79 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Don't fix something that isn't broken.

80 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I have not thoroughly considered anything because I have lost faith in honor code, as I think it may just be a piece of paper without real authority in much of Haverford. But I'll vote to keep the
process moving.

81 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe it still represents the views of the student body accurately.

82 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code is a very important part of Haverford.

83 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think it's good!

84 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code exists only to promote a delusional atmosphere of "community" to a bunch of rich (predominantly white) bourgeois kids, who think a liberal arts degree and two years in the Peace Corps and/or (preferably and) Teach for America will somehow cleans them of the sins inherent to their very existence, so that they can go on to work on Wall Street and/or (preferably and) a lucrative NGO with cushy office chairs and a nice bonus package, all while not feeling the least stitch of guilt about it. Furthermore, the Honor Council is filled by a bunch of self-important, sadomasochistic moralists who derive some sense of perverse authority by turning in their friends and fellow students for youthful transgressions and mistakes. Millions of people around the country graduate from colleges without honor codes, and go on to be moral and honest members of (an immoral and dishonest) society. In summary, as Haverford students, we are far too busy adding "Haver-" prefixes to things to realize that all of our heads are entirely too far up are Haver-assholes to be functional members of society. The honor code produces nothing but an atmosphere of hostility, passive aggression and self-importance that I want absolutely nothing to do with. More succinctly, fuck the po-lice.

85 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's vital to how this school is run and makes for a trusting academic and social community.

86 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is cool.

87 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is what makes Haverford, Haverford. Simply put, it works.

88 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Cleveland

89 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I support honor code with all my heart and soul.

90 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): :)

91 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I am god.

92 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I approve of the honor code because I believe it promotes the secure environment that makes me enjoy my time at Haverford.

93 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is used to threaten and punish students who find being at Haverford a difficult and stressful existence, which is a lot of us. There are very few productive outlets for support, so when a student makes a mistake the only group there to respond is comprised of the self-important competitive individuals who make up the honor council but don't actually know how being a productive community member works. Professors like Charles Lerman use the honor code to hunt down students who transgress its rule, belittle them, and make them feel like social and academic outcasts. Haverford's lost some of the greatest people and students through the ridiculous system imposed by the Honor code. I will never vote to ratify the honor code, it should be disabled.

94 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): During my short-time here as a freshman, I've lost most of the initial skepticism that I had about the Honor Code. Things like not talking about grades or other people, who you might not know, genuinely helping you or others out in times of trouble is something I take for granted now. The Honor
Code is not perfect, and there are many aspects of it we can improve upon, but we've got something great here.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):

95 because I feel that nothing needs to be changed at this time.

96 I agree with the purpose of the Code.

97 I like the honor code

98 The honor code is the heart and soul of Haverford. It is the reason that I chose to attend this school and without it, Haverford would be just like any other top tier institution, which promotes the success of the individual rather than the whole of the community.

99 I like the honor code

100 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):

A I believe that the Honor Code has become reductive to Honor Council in many respects. I believe that for many people Honor Council gets to speak for what is and what is not in the Honor Code. While I think this development is problematic, and not helped by the revision of the code consented to last year, I still believe that the Honor Code is still as aspiration we as a community should still shoot for. While I think we regularly fail to live up to it, I think the task of trying is vital to what makes Haverford a wonderful place.

101 Honor is the best

I support the changes made to the Code during Plenary, and I think the unchanged portions of the Code are doing their job as fully as is possible.

102 I'm a big fan. Trust, concern, respect yo :)

103 I support the changes made to the Code during Plenary, and I think the unchanged portions of the Code are doing their job as fully as is possible.

104 Yes

105 I like self-scheduled exams

106 I like it. It treats me nice.

107 I approve the new resolution we passed

108 While violations of the academic code do occur, I think that most students respect the academic regulations and abide by them. However, the student body does not seem to have the same respect for the social code. Confrontations are rare. For many the code seems like little more than a test-taking convenience.

109 Despite many recent issues, the Honor Code is still strong, and is the foundation of our
community. A lot of work has been done in the past year to make it so. The Honor Code encapsulates the ideals of trust, concern, and respect, which define the Haverford community. It should be ratified, and, if it is, it is the responsibility of every Haverford student to uphold it.

113 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Its good

114 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Because it is what holds Haverford's community together and it makes Haverford special

115 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe this honor code embodies the spirit of Haverford

116 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I like it.

117 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code provides for an academic and social environment of respect and trust, qualities supported both by students and faculty. The honor code comes with both benefits for and responsibilities of both parties, all of which seek to strengthen the college community.

118 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It makes it a special community

119 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I voted for the resolutions that passed at Plenary.

120 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I was pressured

121 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I approve of the amendments, making working on the Honor Council more worth while for people of more diverse socioeconomic backgrounds.

122 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I fully stand by the original honor code, and the amendments for this year. Some changes at this plenary were vague and incomplete but essential for moving the code in the direction that I prefer.

123 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code is an important part of maintaining the Haverford Community as a healthy and safe space to grow and learn as a young individual.

124 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: Student council leader is a voluntary job. Though they take a greater leadership than the rest positions, every position is important. It's unfair to just pay the co-heads. Also it's hard to decide which committee to pay first.

125 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code promotes the integrity we sometimes struggle to achieve.

126 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It clearly embodies haverford a values and I agree it

127 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: <3

128 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It works for me

129 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Yes

130 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I agree with everything put forth in the honor code.

131 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think the Code is ready to be ratified

132 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I love the honor code!!
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is important.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the Honor Code is an integral part of maintaining the mutual respect and trust omnipresent at Haverford College.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): N/a.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because it works.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Too many kids cheat. It isn't fair to have take-home tests since it puts those who do not cheat at a disadvantage.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I think the academic honor code is good, but the social honor code needs some work.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Consistency.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I think we can do better in the social honor code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code is the best part of Haverford and an integral part of my learning and gives us freedom as burgeoning adults.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It has worked in the past.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I worry that following the social aspects of the Code has become less of a priority for students, and I think that something needs to be done to reinforce the importance of the Honor Code as an integral part of the Haverford Experience.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I vote for the ratification of the honor code because it fosters an atmosphere of trust at Haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): It doesn't actually work.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): The social honor code still presents numerous problems for me: lack of honesty, prevalence of passive-aggressiveness, and apathy on a variety of important issues.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): YES!!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): People should think about how to truly apply the honor code in a social environment and have more honest and open discussions.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I want the honor code to be implemented.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): People aren't super adherent to the code. If you want people to be invested in plenary you should ban laptops and other distractions.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Right now the social honor code is failing. Increased hospitalizations for alcohol use are just the beginning of the problem. However, the honor code is an essential document for our school to function. Changes need to be made, but getting rid of the honor code is not the necessary change.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: It doesn't work. But the alternative is not attractive...

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: The Honor Code isn't working to its fullest potential. The Code should allow for students to thoughtfully discuss topics in a safe, open environment. While I understand that the code will never be completely perfect, at the moment, many students do not actively think about the Code during their daily lives. While I am ratifying the Code, I think something needs to be done to make the Code a more prevalent and significant part of our lives.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Not enough in the document has changed for me to change my views on it

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's the Honor Code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The system works fine as it is.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The code embodies the ideals that, if upheld by more people would make this world a lot easier to live in. The code makes Haverford feel more like a community. Not all of us really respect it but those of us who do take pride in it and can use it as a basis to bring about positive change.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I appreciate the environment of open dialogue that this initiates for the student and professors.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It will help make Haverford a better community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe in the soundness of the Code and it's amendments.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think voter participation would dramatically increase if you weren't required to write anything in this box to submit your vote. You don't really have to write anything in the box but even requiring there to be some text in order to submit makes the process more time consuming and complicated to complete. I'd be interested in seeing whether participation increases if these comment boxes are made optional rather than mandatory. You'd also get more thoughtful commentary on the code instead of losing it in a bunch of one sentence comments that people write just to vote

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It allows me to grow and mature as a person.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Live and Let Live

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Woop woop

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Let's keep things simple

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: That's cool!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: I think there's a tendency for people to gradually live less by the Honor Code the longer they are here. Coming in as a freshman, you are brought into the culture of the Honor Code very strongly, but it seems to "wear off" over time. I wish there was some sort of plan in place to "refresh" people's interest in the Code over their time here.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is awesome!
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): it works well the way it is.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is a nice lady.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I agree with all amendments.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the code is invaluable to the social and academic functioning at Haverford, and while I acknowledge that it has flaws, I do not think that failing to ratify the code is the best way to call attention to (or try to fix) these flaws. I would like to see continued discussion over what we can do to address these imperfections, but I believe these discussions should take place with a ratified code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I'm a fan and it's a great reason to be here.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I think that the Honor Code is an integral component of our community and that is why I am voting to ratify it. I am, however, hoping that we can work as a community to uphold the values, for I feel as though I have noticed more violations in recent years. Perhaps we could have community forums?

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): (>.__.)>---<3 ---<(__.<)

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I have faith in the basic construction of the honor code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's good.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I think there are a lot of things that are not working with the Honor Code in recent years. There needs to be some serious thought about what role the Honor Code plays both in the Haverford community, and in the lives of individual Haverford students.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Go haverford!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think that it's always important to revisit policies to let them adapt to the time.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): No changes were made.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code seems to work well and is a vital aspect of the Haverford community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe it is currently working how it was designed to work and that the amendments that have and will continue to be added will ensure that it continues to uphold the values desired by the Haverford student body.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Okay. So this is my fourth year here, and I've seen a lot. I've seen enough to know that we as a community do not live up to the ideals laid down in the Code. We don't engage different perspectives--sometimes we legislate from our high horses without knowing that these different perspectives are even there. Without realizing it, we alienate people from the community on a regular basis, whether or not they ever wind up in front of a jury, and whether or not they ever end up officially separated. Nobody knows what Council actually does behind closed doors, and Council groupthink are pretty okay with that lack of accountability or trust. The administration doesn't seem to respect Plenary as an institution, just as many of us don't seem to give a shit about the Code once we're
all wasted on Saturday night.

That said, I'm convinced we're better off with the Code than without it. The Code is an ideal: it tells us to be better than ourselves, and for that reason I'm willing to keep it around. Things didn't change for the better while I was here, but I'm not gonna deny anyone else a shot.

187 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: it's reasonable

188 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s)::

189 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: because I like the Honor Code the way it is.

190 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I agree with the honor code as it stands

191 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s)::

192 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: While I do not believe the Honor Code is "functioning properly" per se, I do not believe it is the fault of the document itself. We just went through Special Plenary and a rewrite of the Code last year, and I don't believe changing it again will bring any significant change to its efficacy on campus. What it comes down to now is all of us really living out the ideals we have set forward in the document, especially in the social aspect of the Code. We can't legislate ourselves into caring about and following the Code by constantly rewriting it, for it is predicated upon the belief that we do care and share common ideals that we want to enact on this campus. I still hold that belief, and so I am voting to ratify the Code with the hope that its implementation on campus and in our lives will improve.

193 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: While I believe the honor code is largely failing in the community, I don't believe it comes from a problem with the written code itself.

194 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: the Code maintains its functionality as serving the best interest of the Haverford community.

195 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: I believe the Code is an important part of Haverford life, but I think the social code is often ignored in practice, and (possibly as a result) there's a lot of apathy about it.

196 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code is a fundamental component of the haverford community

197 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code seems to be working fine right now. There's no pressing reason to change it.

198 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s)::

199 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I agree with all of the new additions and the entire code.

200 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I agree with all the changes made during plenary

201 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I agree with it

202 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's important.

203 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code is an integral part of the Haverford community!
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I feel a sense of approval towards the Honor Code, though quite honestly I don't feel particularly passionate about it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe that the changes made to the Honor Code are necessary to ensure a smooth operation, and are well thought-out.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I agree

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code creates an environment of trust more conducive to learning.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because I believe the honor code is substantial for Haverford's environment

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yes I vote to ratify.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is an important part of the community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's one of the reasons why I came to this school!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I think we need to think about the code in context of the world...

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's necessary!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is the gel that holds the student body together and without it, Haverford would not be Haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I have no personal connection or emotional investment in the Code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because I like it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is what makes Haverford, Haverford!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think the Honor Code creates the environment that makes Haverford such a special place. Without the Honor Code, I think our community would be damaged.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe changes made to the honor code last year have made it a more relevant document worthy of my trust and therefore my decision to ratify it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is an essential part of the Haverford community, and therefore, while it is not perfect, we cannot go without it. It is for this reason that it must be ratified.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I approve

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code maintains an atmosphere of trust concern and respect that I value very much in both the academic and social sphere

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): .

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is a huge part of my life, living in a community that I can trust and that trusts me is an experience like none other. I wouldn't give it up for anything.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Honah. Code. Swag

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It doesn't always work perfectly (people violate it) but I'm glad that we have something to guide us, something to aspire to. I'm thankful to have lived and studied in a community with the Honor Code, and I want future Fords to benefit too.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It represents student interest to the best of its ability.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yummy!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's cool.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Seems to be working well this year. It has my approval.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Not much has changed, I like the honor code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yolo.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is a large part of why I decided to come to Haverford. I feel that I would probably live what I consider honorably with or without the Code to motivate me, but the Code allows me to be part of a community in which I am trusted by my professors and in which I am motivated by the Code to be the best and most honorable student and friend that I can be. Also, without the Code, we wouldn't have Customs, and Customs is amazing.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe that the honor code allows us to consider each other in social and academic ways. It helps us keep each other accountable.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It just feels right, y'know?

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like it. it works for me.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think it is essential to our institution.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I'm not an asshole.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): yay.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): .

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because the honor code is vital in this community and it allows flexibility, respect and appreciation for different opinions.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Worked so far.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): We need to change the way the call for multicultural jurors is formed as the language is off-putting. We also need to address the fact that people keep voting for the code though they do not believe in either its spirit or form.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Haverford is not Haverford without the Honor Code.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): John S-L's rewrite is unnecessary. Also why is he consistently combative and mean at Plenary when people have concerns about the institution that question the authority of people in power? Also the Code still pathetically lacks any reference to the environment. That being said, I don't want this college to lose one of its most valuable fundraising and admissions tools. Get better, Haverford. Oh yeah, and, sexual assault. That shit's weak, Deans/Administration (by which I mean the institution's aversion to dealing with sexual assault/rape culture and not finding ways to do away with the privileged athlete boys (and non-athlete boys) who consistently make this community dangerous for lots of people is stupid, to be clear).

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is what makes Haverford such a safe campus with honest people. It allows one to be sure that they can trust the people around them and communicate with them in simple ways without fear.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe that it addresses all the issues it needs to address well, I have no objections to it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): this was the first option I saw.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): To start, I don't like having my things stolen by the people in my community and I enjoy the freedom and luxury of self-scheduled exams. However, I have observed that aspects of the honor code don't seem to be actualized. Haverford is not, from my experience, an environment with a free-flow of ideas that the honor code describes. My experience with customs has been that the HCO's tend to exult themselves as moral authorities and prescribe viewpoints that they deem to be correct without allowing much room for discussion. The positions of PAF and HCO, it seems, are often used as pulpits for the individuals' own, often socially progressive viewpoints. Perhaps this is merely because the positions attract self-described "feminists" and social progressives. Which in and itself I don't see as a problem. It seems only natural that the social activists would find themselves in positions in the community where they can facilitate these conversations. Personally, I take little to no issue with the viewpoints held by these individuals. I do, however, have an issue with the fact that the HCO's, in my experience, (wittingly or not) use their position to influence others into buying into their ways of thinking. This is counter to the ideals of Haverford, and seems to further homogenize the outlook of individuals in this community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code isn't perfect, but I think it generally has a positive and profound impact on our community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It creates a respectful and more thoughtful social environment.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yes.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I support the pillars of the code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code is what holds the fabric of this college together.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Lack of information.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I agree with what it does and aims to do.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I support the Honor Code's resolutions.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): .

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): .
reason(s):: It's the classiest part of Haverford.

260 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: I don't think that it accomplishes much. It seems more like the voice of the student body that the administration only considers.

261 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe that it is effective in creating a community of trust concern and respect.

262 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification

263 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I like the current way.

264 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Haverford isn't Haverford without the Honor Code.

265 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: it is the core of Haverford College

266 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: yes

267 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code presents standards that represent what the Haverford community wishes to uphold. Although it may not always be upheld the Honor Code gives us the basis by which we can maintain our integrity.

268 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: H

269 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think it is good as it is currently. I am in support of it.

270 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's effective

271 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: We need it

272 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Mainly because I feel that it functions about as well as it could (let's be pragmatic) just the way it is.

273 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It works.

274 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's necessary

275 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I agree with the decisions on the honor code made at plenary.

276 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: .

277 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I do not believe the current social honor code is impactful or representative of the student body

278 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code is a central part of Haverford College and it's presence is what makes this school unique. I have no objections towards it.

279 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: We need it

280 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: HONOR ROCKS!!!!!!

281 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following
reason(s): The Honor Code binds the school together. I wouldn't want to see Haverford without it.

282 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code makes Haverford a unique and special place, and while it Code isn't perfect, I believe that it is about as close to perfect as it is possible to make it.

283 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like the Honor Code, and it is an integral part of the community.

284 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Haverford's foundations rely on the honor code. In order for Haverford to be the same school it has been since it was established, the honor code needs to remain.

285 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is an integral part of the Haverford community and, although it's execution is imperfect, it should continue to be respected and upheld to the best of the student body's ability.

286 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code creates an environment where I feel safe and respected.

287 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think the honor code is a critical aspect of the community here, in both it's academic and social manifestations, and am thoroughly supporting its ratification.

288 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I have no real reason to object to the ratification.

289 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): As it said in the letter to the community in the Smallville abstract, the Honor Code provides a framework for every person at Haverford to grow and mature. Without the Honor Code, I don't think I would be who I am today.

290 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): It works for me.

291 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): While there are issues I have with the code, I believe that they can be best resolved within the current framework given to the community by the code, not by dissolving it. I also don't think that this campus is actively engaged enough with the code for anything to happen to the code if it were not ratified other than having a second plenary and eventually ratifying it. I think the best we can do is try to continue to engage in open dialogues in our day to day at Haverford with our peers either about the code specifically or in the spirit of the code, and take the fight out of the once a year plenary outburst, and disperse it into our lived Haverford experience.

292 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I think that many issues were brought up during the plenary, and I believe that a greater discussion needs to be had on the value of the code and how it relates to Haverford.

293 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the community at Haverford needs the Code to survive as is. Though not without its flaws, the Honor Code should be ratified in order to be examined and discussed by its students. Not ratifying it would be a form of giving up hope that we can fix whatever issues we have.

294 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I feel as if the social honor code is not as strong as it was a few years ago. It seems as if fewer people are using confrontation as a successful means to resolve conflicts.

295 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): :) 

296 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): !

297 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I have personally experienced it as a bludgeon against me and do not feel comfortable ratifying a document that allows itself to be used in a way that so staunchly goes against how it was designed. Until the current Honor Council decides to uphold its values as they were.
intended, I am not in support of the Code.

298 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I never vote. But now I have.

299 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: because jeremy told me to.

300 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I love the code

301 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: i don't see any problem in it

302 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Although not perfect, and some aspects of the social part of the honor code are not completely being followed, having an Honor code that functions is necessary, and it will be necessary to talk about these things in more depth in the following semester and next year. As of right now, the honor code functions for the most part as it should, and that is why I am voting for its ratification.

303 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is a strong and effective central component of the community.

304 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: It is difficult to manage those who would take advantage of the system, while still providing the benefits for those who would not.

305 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I feel that the honor code is working well right now and I would like to continue the privileges afforded to us by the honor code

306 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: love the code, yaaaaaas

307 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I have thoughtfully done this and I think its a pretty cool code we got. Lets keep it going.

308 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I support the Honor Code.

309 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Can't do without it. It would cost the college more expenses too.

310 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: yes

311 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is significant.

312 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I love the Honor Code

313 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: Socially, it does not function as it is intended.
 -Professors don't believe in its power
 -If your parents donate enough money, you can get out of honor code trouble
 -It is a very good idea, and its scope is more intended for a much smaller student body: there are too many students and the amount of work for members of council is more than should be expected
 -there needs to be a restructuring/resetting of the code

314 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It works

315 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's not perfect, but it's taught me a lot.

316 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: So we don't have anarchy like last year.

317 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reasons:

I believe the code has a net positive impact on the community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reasons:

I plan to follow it and agree with its contents.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):

I vote for its ratification for the following reasons:

It works.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reasons:

Honor is NOT dead, y'all.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reasons:

オナー・コードってかっこいい！

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reasons:

I don't have any problems with it, so I have no reason not to.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reasons:

It works.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reasons:

I have seen the Honor Code in nearly every possible light over my four years at Haverford, and I continue to be amazed at its resiliency, flexibility and universality. The Honor Code is and always has been an aspirational document: there are gaps between the words and their implementation. As I leave Haverford, I wish future years the best of luck in the arduous task of narrowing that gap for themselves personally and for the College as a whole. I've done four years: it has strengthened my moral compass, drawn me closer to my friends and enemies alike, and, I believe, left the College better off than when I arrived. I cannot hope for more.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reasons:

I believe that the Honor Code encourages integrity, and fosters good relations between all students.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reasons:

I have the following objection(s):

It makes us more "complacent" in our interactions with the administration because plenary becomes the ultimate forum for addressing our needs even though the administration frequently disregards its resolutions.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reasons:

I think it works.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):

fcuk hte honor code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reasons:

It is a staple to the schools mindset.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reasons:

It works.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reasons:

The honor code is a major part of Haverford and I could not imagine Haverford without it. It allows for a positive relationship between faculty and students as well as students and students.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reasons:

I have thoughtfully considered and so forth.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reasons:

It exists for a reason.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reasons:

I care about the Resolutions and I think they were well explored at Plenary.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reasons:

I agree with most of the contents.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reasons:

The code governs student life well.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reasons:
reason(s): The code isn't perfect but it makes haverford special. In my experience people with significant issues about the code haven't seen how things work at other colleges.

338 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Kk

339 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Democracy must be given the chance to fail if it's to retain its character as a cultural choice, a part of living in an intentional community. In other words, if it's a living document, it must also be allowed to die.

340 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It upholds the values that I find crucial and important to Haverford College academics and social life.

341 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Many of were initially attracted to Haverford because of the Honor Code and many of us ultimately chose Haverford because of the community that the honor code fosters both academically and socially. The honor code creates a community where people can live together with an emphasis on such values of trust and responsibility. I want to continue to live in this type of community, thus I choose to ratify the Code.

342 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It makes sense!

343 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It works

344 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like it.

345 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the correct amendments were passed and there are no internal flaws in the code as some spoke of at plenary.

346 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I acknowledge that the application of the Honor Code is an exceedingly difficult process. I understand the intention behind the honor code. However, I could be wrong here— I feel as though the honor code will always be a monolithic document. The Honor Council operates with a perplexing mixture of transparency and secrecy. In short, I feel as though the student body does not take ownership of the Honor Code, but I see no reason to reject the Code's ratification.

347 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): It seems that recent resolutions have focused on making it easier for Honor Council to deal with the large number of cases and abstracts coming through. We're seeing our system stretch—it was only designed for a few cases a semester and we're getting into much higher numbers than that. The plagiarism workshop seeks to teach people what to do to avoid accidental plagiarism, but what about people who really think they aren't going to get caught? How do we address the increasing number of apparently deliberate violations of the code?

348 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code is a key part of the Haverford community and defines us a unique environment.

349 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is an effective system that allows each student to maintain his/her individual integrity and fosters a community based on trust.

350 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think the code is fine as is.

351 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yes

352 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It works well as it is.

353 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following
reason(s):: I believe the honor code is very important for the school

354 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: yes.

355 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: We need it.

356 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code is essential to the Haverford experience.

357 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I have nothing to write. I find this box troublesome. If I don't want to share my opinions as a member of the community, that's also my right. Just kidding. But this box is annoying and probably shouldn't be mandatory...

358 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Haverford without the Honor Code isn't Haverford.

359 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I like the honor code.

360 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think everything upholds the standards that the Honor Code has traditionally stood for.

361 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Honor code rules!

362 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: =)

363 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Essential to college experience.

364 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: for the take home tests!

365 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: it's been working

366 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It works well.

367 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I like the honor code.

368 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It works!

369 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I like it.

370 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I feel the Honor Code in practice works for the majority of the student body and this written document helps instill the unique Haverford values we champion to the outside world

371 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It will carry on the tradition of respectful and understanding dialogue at Haverford.

372 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I love the honor code and the changes that were made to it last year. I think that the honor code is what allows us to have the community we do. Haverford would be a completely different school without it...not this same community that I love and feel at home in!

373 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Yes.

374 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is an essential piece to my time here at Haverford

375 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: O
376 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe in the Honor Code.

377 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I love the honor code.

378 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code is not broken but the way we administer and treat the Code is. With problems last year surrounding commitment to the Code and the lack of excitement surrounding it before it failed ratification, we need to reevaluate our understanding of the code and our daily living of its principles.

379 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: because although it has its flaws it is well intended and makes students live to a higher standard.

380 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's worked well for four years!

381 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: http://philadelphia.craigslist.org/

382 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I like to live in a respectful environment and I love feeling like the code unites us.

383 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Honor code is fun and functional and alive.

384 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: While there are always kinks in the Code, that is a simple reality of having a living document. We view it differently each semester. I think the Code works and very clearly makes the College a better place. I'm glad we continue to check it, but I disagree with some of the concerns brought up at plenary. I think the campus is very honest for the most part. Furthermore, I do not think the increase in Honor Council trials over the last few years is really an indicator of problems with the Code. There are many ways that fact could be interpreted (maybe there were always this number of violations and people are being more honest coming forward because the Code is actually working better--we don't know). The trouble Council members are having with their work load is a real concern, but that means the Honor Council format might need to change, not that the Code as a whole is not working.

385 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Fair and maintains student integrity.

386 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Because I believe in the honor code and even with its flaws it is something that necessary to have as a model to strive for.

387 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think it has had a positive benefit on my life so far, and I see nothing that needs changing.

388 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: While I think that there are flaws in the system, many of the recently administered 'shortcomings' of the code are NOT the result of faulty writing but instead the responsibility of dishonest students. The Honor Code can not hold students to a higher standard if students don't hold themselves to a higher standard. The issue, then, isn't if the Honor Code or Honor Council is strict enough, but instead of initiating college institutions like the admissions department and orientation programs are vetting incoming students in the ways of complete academic integrity. The Code works, some people do not.

389 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The student body does not uphold the values in the code to the standard that they should, especially socially. I have seen people cheat, lie, steal, and be unbelievably passive aggressive at the expense of others. This happens way too often for me to feel safe at Haverford or feel like people care about living by the honor code. It is not working but no one wants to say it because they do not want to take the time to truly think about it and make changes. I think the code itself is great, but if the
students do not follow it then the code may as well not exist. I do not vote for the ratification of something that this student body does not give a shit about.

390 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code is very essential to haverford and the college would be very different without it. It benefits everyone here and should be ratified

391 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's nice to have one

392 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is essential

393 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I respect and value the current state of the code.

394 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Dear reader, have a nice day.

395 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: All of the added resolutions were argued effectively and I believe that they keep to the message of the honor code.

396 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is well worded, clear, and necessary.

397 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's fine

398 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code really creates our community. While I understand the stance of those who think it does not go far enough, I think it is easy for us in our Haver-bubble to forget how really incredible our community is. People are very kind and meaningful with their lives here.

399 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Potatoes

400 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It fosters a compassionate, thoughtful community.

401 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Hi

402 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: .

403 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe in the code and the majority of the community's adherence and respect for it.

404 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Even with the careful consideration with which we still need to regard our relationship with the code, I never doubt that its existence and importance at Haverford is truly special.

405 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe that the Code is vital to our community and is working

406 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Because I am not sure what other adjustments can be made to better the Honor Code.

407 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is an integral part of Haverford (example: alcohol policy) that I feel most people abide by. I can't really imagine Haverford without one.

408 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: While imperfect, I believe the honor code is a wonderful component of Haverford's campus that sets it apart in so many ways.

409 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: I think many students do not feel the internal pressure of being required to bring themselves to Honor Council if they have violated the honor code.
410 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): To perpetuate all that is being done.

411 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): yay honor code

412 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): the code represents our values and although there may be flaws we must work through them with the code still enacted.

413 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe that it is an essential part of Haverford, and it makes me proud to be a member of this community.

414 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is the way of life at Haverford and while it is not inherently perfect, it is the best it can be to currently fit the needs of this student body.

415 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I came to Haverford partially because of the Honor Code. I believe in the power of it, but I want to see it become stronger. I want people to believe in it and embody it. The only way to attain this goal is by keeping it and working with it.

416 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's so late right now omg

417 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I think the social part of the honor code needs to be talked about more when it comes to behavior when intoxicated especially.

418 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Cuz its totes a cool thing that i wanna live in. Don't ever change babe. I lobe you

419 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because it works well.

s/o to b smith

420 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because I think it has worked pretty well so far, especially when I compare our campus to others with honor codes. Yeah, it is not perfect but no code is and I have faith it will develop nicely in the future.

421 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is necessary for the survival of Haverford.

422 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Seems to have gotten better from last year, but I am still concerned by the portion of the student body that doesn't care to observe the Code except when it suits them. Not everyone seems to understand why we even have a social Honor Code, let alone what it means to hold to it.

423 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I feel as though we can do so much more with the currently re-written code and should give it one more year to see if the changes are effective.

424 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code is one of the most amazing and distinctive elements of Haverford. Whether or not we, as a student community, are truly embodying the code as much as we should be is up in air. Regardless, without the code, we would not be who we are, and we would be without some pretty awesome benefits that students at other schools could only dream of.

425 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe that the honor code is at the center of Haverford, and that it is a very important part of who we are.

426 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following
reason(s):: I strongly believe in the Honor Code and in the Haverford community's ability to uphold the Honor Code.
427 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: 1. The code allows professors to be more creative with exams, papers, etc. 2. Feeling trusted by the community creates a liberating feeling that encourages academics. 3. I appreciate the company of those who also commit to the code. With that said, I do think the clearness committee should look at the impact of sports culture/ prevalence of sports culture on the honor code.
428 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Life is better with a Code. I try to follow it so I'll vote for it!
429 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It helps make a better world.
430 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is the core of student life here. I think when we work hard to keep the community in our minds the code is as strong and effective as it has ever been.
431 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Why not support it? People have said that the code is problematic because people don't follow it - I see this as a problem only if the majority of Haverford is neglecting the code, and that's not what I see. I've met people who are ignorant and disrespectful, but I've met just as many trustworthy people with so much integrity. People who think the code isn't working should try to have a little more faith in people. We're not perfect but we're not in some social crisis either.
432 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It provides better opportunity for financial aid recipients to participate in student government
433 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code holds us to a high standard of integrity, and integrity is the foundation of any community, friendship, or bond of trust.
434 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s)::
435 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe that the code makes Haverford a more positive place to live and at this point in time I cannot think of anything that would make it better.
436 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe the Code is working and will continue working well.
437 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: it provides an important base to our community
438 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code is necessary for the student body, and I agree with how it is shaped currently.
439 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code is what holds the campus together as a community. I, for one, do not want to see that community disappear.
440 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code is a huge part of why I'm at Haverford and I'm happy with the document as it is currently.
441 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is perfect for this community in both academic and social aspects.
442 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: While we may not always act according to the honor code, at least we are trying. To say that the honor code is flawed is one thing, to say it doesn't work, is a blatant lie.
443 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe in what it stands for and does for our community
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): because I think the Honor Code is an important part of our community and I agree with it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's much better than the alternative.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code may not work perfectly, but I think that it provides us with ideals that we can work to attain as a community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is not a perfect document, and many people on campus don't follow its guidelines as closely as they probably believe that they do. Even if we all acted in exact compliance with the Code, the college would still have a lot of problems. However, from what I've seen and experienced myself in the last three and a half years, I do think that the Code prompts most of us to be more aware than usual of our actions, most of the time, and that does improve everyone's quality of life on campus. I would not want to take the Code away from future students before allowing them to try it for themselves and decide whether or not it meets any of their needs, or at least whether or not they prefer a non-omnipotent Code to a complete lack of a Code. Perfection is overrated. All-powerful utopian documents are a horrible idea, and I think the Code strikes a reasonable balance between healthy behavioral pressure and micromanagement. I vote to keep the Code for another year.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe that an honor code is convenient for students. If it's broken, I'm quite happy to ignore that fact and buzz on how I've been buzzing.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I feel it preserves the Haverford community of trust and concern which is the main reason that I came here.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I have no objections to it, but I hope that discussions about it continue.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is what makes Haverford so unique and I think that, even if it is not working as well as we wish it to, it is working well enough and is open to change.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Looks good to me.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It has not significantly changed since the last time I supported it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It fosters the Haverford community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Our school cannot operate without it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I approve of the Code as is.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Kylen told me to ratify it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because my HCOs (Stuart Hean and Harvey Fulton) told me to.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think the Honor Code helps provide for a great student experience at Haverford, and that is why I am voting for its ratification.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I think there are a lot of problems with the implementation of the code. I feel there are parts of campus that are not fully engaging with the code and I don't know if the administration respects the code and student wishes. However I do not believe it is the proper time to
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code reflects my beliefs about the identity of Haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It wouldn't be H'ford without it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code makes Haverford Haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's worked for us so far.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the Code to be integral to Haverfordian life and that it is probably best for some iteration of it to be in effect, even if particular aspects appear to not live up to the expectations of others. If need be, the Code should be altered or the proper applications of the Code should be made more clear while the Code is active rather than first suspending the Code in order to prompt change.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): While there are some problems with the Honor Code, broadly speaking I think it plays a crucial role in shaping the unique environment at Haverford. As a senior in my last semester at Haverford, I am looking back on the past several years and am extremely grateful for what this school has given to and done for me--and so much of that has been dependent on the kind of atmosphere that a discourse like the Honor Code produces.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Honor Council needs help!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Honor code is why I chose Haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because it works.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because Quaker values.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Agreed with a large portion of the code. I may have a few objections, but do not find them so significant as to enumerate them.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think the code is working well and is an integral part of the Haverford Community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is an important document that attracts students who are trustworthy, caring, and responsible.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): we are tolerant here at haverford, but not affirming. we tend not to talk about uncomfortable issues when we can get away with it. we tend to want those with differences to keep those differences to themselves. i think this has more to do with the type of students that are admitted--white athletes--and less to do with the honor code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think that the Code is essential to the Haverford community. Without it we would be a completely different school and I probably would not have come here.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I find it a valid & useful document that is open to change in order to suit the needs of the students.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I approve the Honor Code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Amen.
479 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I agree with it wholeheartedly.

480 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I agree with the ratification.

481 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The only way the Honor Code can fail is if the people lose faith in it. The Honor Code is not a law imposed by a governing body, the Honor Code is a choice. And I for one choose it.

482 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Honor code is important for Haverford.

483 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is the reason I came to Haverford, and its idealism and commitment to life in respectful harmony within the community and without is resonant with my own beliefs.

484 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Honor council has too much power and has gotten too full of itself.

485 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is doing well. I am glad the resolution passed about student government and honor council positions receiving work-study for their work.

486 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): The social honour code is an expectation which we, as a community, should strive towards more virulently. Although it is BY NO MEANS a reason to not ratify the honour code, it is a legitimate concern which members of the community, including myself, have. Although I cannot think of a way to ensure adherence, I wholeheartedly pledge that from this day forward, I will uphold the social honour code with the same vigor which I hold the academic code.

487 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Code's good enough for me.

488 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I still think now what I thought when I decided to attend Haverford College, that the values expressed in the Honor Code create a great environment.

489 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Although I believe that the Honor Code, in its current state, accurately embodies the values of integrity and dialogue that are supposedly cherished by the Haverford community, I have come to observe that to a certain extent, these values exist more in a doctrinal sense than in a practical sense, as demonstrated by certain collective actions of the student body. The recent escalation in violations, coupled with our initial failure to ratify the Code last spring, is likely to indicate the existence of apathy towards and negligence of the Code that have developed among the student body. I want to emphasize, however, that I do not believe that any alteration of the written Code would properly resolve these issues. Rather, I suspect that the issue lies within ourselves and that we must therefore reflect upon and change the way in which we interact with the Code rather than change the Code itself.

My hesitation towards ratification is derived from my sense that such reflection and modification have not yet occurred, and consequently, our actions do not seem to reflect the values to which we so ardently commit in the Code. It seems disingenuous to me to have an Honor Code that is contradictory to our actions, and it is for this reason that I am hesitant to vote for its ratification. That being said, I believe that failure to ratify, and the subsequent convening of a Special Plenary and likely revision to the written Code would accomplish nothing substantial, for as I have emphasized, I do not believe that the issue lies in the written Code itself. What I would prefer is if we as a community would take the time to examine our engagement with the Code and commit ourselves to better practicing the word of the Code in our daily lives. I do recognize, however, that this is a rather idealistic goal, and to be quite frank, I am unsure if we as a community are willing to engage in such reflection and modification of our behaviors. Yet I will admit that such change can only occur gradually, and so I am willing to vote for ratification with the hope that I am not alone in my dedication towards personal reflection and behavioral change.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code is what makes our community unique. It is up to each individual to abide by the honor code; we don't need to change the honor code in order for that to happen. It is written in a way that is relevant and reflective of our current community's needs. It is up to individual students to carry out the values of our honor code in their daily lives.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I enjoy alcohol in the safety of Haverford's campus.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: love

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's cool, browski.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Yaaay

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think it is great to live in a community where people socially and academically commit to the Code. I think it is important to keep this living, breathing document going in order to keep our community a place of respect.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think the honor code is functioning well in the community, and therefore I think it should be ratified.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: overall, it works

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The code encourages students to take responsibility for their own actions rather than forcing people to do the right thing by threatening some punishment. Because of the honor code, students can count on each other to create a healthy environment in which people trust, have concern for, and respect each other. At Haverford, the honor code ensures that every community member contributes to creating the best possible experience for each other.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Code is a system that requires the belief/support of the student body in order to function as it should. I choose to believe that the Code is a valuable asset that makes the Haverfordian way of life possible.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is an integral and effective part of the haverford community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I do not feel that the social code is acknowledged as an important aspect of the code in every day life, and I also feel like it is not followed. I didn't even feel like it was followed by our customs people during customs week, which seems like it should be the most important time as that is when we are learning about social life here.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I don't see a better alternative.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe in the honor code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code is an important part of Haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe the Honor Code is a crucial part of the Haverford community, one that ensures the acceptance and comfortableness of everyone member. Although it is a written code, the Honor Code extends past text into the social sphere. I believe the Honor Code continues to do this and works very well.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s)::...
reason(s): It's necessary to uphold the integrity of the community.

507 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I have recently seen how the code is effective and actually dynamic setting it apart from other disciplinary measures at other colleges.

508 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think it in general contributes to the high quality of life at Haverford. Its realization is not perfect, but it's a real thing as opposed to an idea, so it can't be perfect. It can be useful without being perfect.

509 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because I don't believe the honor code is a dying document and I believe that the spirit of the honor code is incredibly important to our community. I don't know what Haverford would be without it.

510 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The political nature of the social honor code makes it impossible to have campus-wide discussions on certain issues. For example, the Frank Lloyd Wright Honor Council Trial silenced the issue until the abstract was released and support for the cause has been ignored.

511 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I chose Haverford for the honor code, and although it has been frustrating it has not been disappointing.

512 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Honestly, I think the Code isn't really working. As someone I know put it, it is basically impossible to graduate Haverford without breaking the Honor Code. There are so many little things that people can do-- saying they did the reading when they didn't, looking at SparkNotes or Wikipedia, accidentally talking more time on a take home test that violate the Honor Code. I have seen more people get shit on by the Honor Code than actually benefit from it during my time at Haverford. Not everyone uses it to actually uphold reasonable standards; people are able to abuse it and fuck over other people. I probably shouldn't be cursing on this forum, but honestly, I have seen so many of my friends get screwed over by the Honor Code and its ridiculous process, so I resent it. Just my 2 cents.

513 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code allows me to be who I am academically and socially. This to me is the most important part of Haverford.

514 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code allows me to be who I am academically and socially. This to me is the most important part of Haverford.

515 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe in the honor code.

516 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Though there are flaws in the Code-- because as people we are all inherently flawed-- it is a much preferable alternative to living without it, as it is one of the things that makes Haverford an exceptional community and a place that I am proud to be a part of.

517 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code is awesome.

518 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): amazing.

519 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yay Honor Code!

520 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): There are important additions to the Honor Code given that Student Council is very time-consuming, especially since students sacrificed other commitments for honor council, and the changes in the procedure for being a member of honor council needs to adjust to the changing times that we are going through.

521 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is an important part of this community and the ideas within the code are
very important for all of us to try and adhere by. I believe that many of the problems that are talked about are not actually with the honor code but with how we choose to abide or not abide by it. Therefore, I think ratifying the honor code is important but we still need to have a campus-wide conversation about how we should be following the honor code.

522 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It works well.

523 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: Don't agree with resolution #1 addressed in Spring Plenary, Resolution to Decrease Financial Barriers to Student Government Participation.

524 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code is a huge part of Haverford and I really think it is vital to the community.

525 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Code streamlines many portions of life at Haverford. The mutual trust and respect that students have with one another and with administrators creates a very enjoyable atmosphere. Having been here for a little while, I can't imagine switching to a system that doesn't respect students, and denies them the benefit of the doubt.

526 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: Where are the 500 students who don't come to Plenary? I don't think the honor code is broken, but some people at Haverford do not follow it well enough.

527 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Yay honor code

528 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: it is good

529 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I find that the code mostly works and mostly improves my life is a college student

530 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe that the honor code is an integral part of the Haverford experience

531 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: I question the effectiveness of the honor code.

532 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: But in response to the recent amendment, I think that students on honor council should be paid whether they're on financial aid or not.

533 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: We work with what we got.

534 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe the honor code is essential to life at Haverford and should be ratified.

535 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe the Honor Code as it is now is not only vital to the operation of the College, but also functioning healthily. I believe the objections brought up at Spring Plenary during the discussion of whether or not to open ratification are valid, but cannot be solved by rejecting the Honor Code--rather, we as a student body must make a collective and conscious effort to work WITHIN the Code while enacting the changes to the general atmosphere of the College that we may see as needed. I do not believe the issues which warrant these changes are significant enough to reject the Code, nor do I believe that they are in any way a product of the Code or any alleged abuse of the Code--rather, they are a product of many individuals not taking advantage of the social freedoms that the social component of the Code affords the student body.

536 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I love it

537 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Although there were some complaints about the social honor code, I feel that it is indeed working. Consider the fact that we all trust one another to leave our backpacks and things outside the
DC where anyone could take it. Furthermore, I've seen that students genuinely respect each other and want to help each other.

538 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is a modifiable and yet enduring articulation of community values and aspirations in practice. The Code weaves this diverse community together, demanding mutual accountability and care, and creates the environment in which advanced and meaningful academic collaboration take place. It was why I applied to Haverford but also why, two years later, I am still grateful to be a student here.

539 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like the code

540 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Does anyone actually read this? I feel bad for the person who has to go through all of these. I haven't really thought about the code, but I don't have any issues with it, so I vote for its ratification.

541 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the Honor Code is an integral part of Haverford and I have confidence in it.

542 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): It is not followed in all circumstances. It's a lot of responsibility put on the students-- that can be avoidable with discipline.

543 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I think the social aspect of the Code needs an overhaul to take the things emphasized during Customs week and turn them into a more official part of living with the Code.

544 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is essential to the Haverford experience. It's what makes us unique and it's what keeps our community strong. Even if there are problems, it provides us a structure through which we can ameliorate them. Apathy is not a reason to question the validity of the Honor Code, it is a reason to hold to it and use it to reignite our collective passion for a respectful and thriving community.

545 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I love the honor code and the atmosphere it creates.

546 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): why not?

547 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I see no problem with it.

548 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It promotes taking pride and ownership of your work

549 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I think the spirit of the Code is still going pretty well, but I think people tend to get stuck up in the legalize of the matter. Also, the HC procedures seem like they need fixing, so hopefully this is happening.

550 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think it works.

551 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Trust me. I have thought about it.

552 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is something that makes Haverford unique in a really positive way, and allows for the trust and respect that are necessary for a viable community to form.

553 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I love the Honor Code!

554 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think it is an important part of Haverford and serves the student body well, I believe that it reflects how we want the college to function.

555 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following
reason(s):: It creates a unique environment at Haverford.

556 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I like the Honor Code!

557 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: I think the Honor Code ought to be clean and free of grammar and usage errors; however, I realize the difficulty in pushing through an entire Plenary resolution just to change a few small points. My larger objection is the fact that the Honor Code that is directly linked from the Honor Council website *does not match* the Honor Code which appears in the online version of the constitution. I would prefer if the section numbering were made consistent, and I would like to see Section 3.08 of the Constitution brought up to date with the changes made in the fall (see the second to last paragraph). Here are the links: http://honorcouncil.haverford.edu/the-code/ and http://honorcouncil.haverford.edu/resources/full-constitution/#code. Thank you!

558 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I am a friend of internal organs...

559 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: the bird is the word

560 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It has worked so far and I only see the new resolutions improving the honor code, not detracting from it.

561 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: Ethan Adelman-Sil's comments during Plenary, though vociferous, were not unfounded. What enables the code to work so well, and to live up to its name as a breathing document, is its encouragement of open confrontation, emphasis on communication of differing ideas, and insistence on looking difficult, uncomfortable, even awkward discussion in the face. Ethan's points should be considered, regardless of how often they've been made, or how loudly. I certainly agree with the problems he identified in the social mien of Haverford (the lack of openness, an obsession with political correctness, a tendency to avoid uncomfortable topics and community growth in favor of a veneer of friendliness), but I think the social code contains the means and the language necessary to change them. I just hope that in ratifying the code, people will take the opportunity to understand what it asks of them, and that if they don't, honor council will keep an eye on student life, and perhaps explore resolutions to make the code a larger part of it.

562 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's working well!

563 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I love it.

564 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Code makes Haverford what it is. Even though it is not perfect, we are all human, it is as perfect as it can get.

565 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I don't want to have Special Plenary again.

566 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: With Honor Code = :) Without Honor Code = :( 

567 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: This iteration of the Code maintains Haverford's ethical spirit.

568 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I love it.

569 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Yo

570 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: There may be problems, but the idea of the honor code trumps the text, and the idea is largely working.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Honor Council likes to pretend that it's a real court of law and, as a consequence, seems hell-bent on destroying lives lately for relatively minor moral transgressions. Punishments I've read about in the 80s, 90s, and early-to-mid 2000s' abstracts were a lot more reasonable and just. The draconian, almost puritanical culture that permeates today's Honor Council and its members needs to change.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Still an integral part of Haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): We focus too much on the academic side of the honor code, but not the social side: ie: underage drinking, etc.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's what makes Haverford Haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I can't in good conscience vote for the Honor Code when I know that Honor Council is a corrupt, disorganized, dishonorable institution that fails to live by the Code. It is a discriminatory, unrepresentative, irresponsible institution that requires serious reform. As someone who was a confronting party in a recent trial, I found Honor Council to be a soft punitive body that produced weak and dishonest resolutions that were certainly not restorative. It is a kangaroo court, and a scripted process that fails to promote substantive restoration or productive conversations. It is a painful, indifferent experience that does very little to support the victim. Any person who has been subject to harassment, or victimization by other members of the Haverford community should have their issues address either by a dean's panel or through the EEOC.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I love the code and I want more of it. At the same time, I think that we need to work further on making the code and confrontation more personal issues that we take responsibility for and speak up on behalf of.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe in the honor code and the principles it is founded upon.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is a binding force in our community and helps keep us together.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Honesty and integrity should be key in both academic and social situations. The honor code makes this idea a binding force in our community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): It's not Haverford without the Honor Code, but there needs to be done about the present state of affairs.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Too much shit is going down for the code to be working..

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like living by the Honor Code and the social and academic things it governs.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): The Code derives its power through symbolism. The Code itself, however, does little to 'humanize' relationships between students, faculty, and staff. The Code, therefore, serves to placate the community vis-a-vis addressing the underlying non-existence of our community's purported "Quaker Values".

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): We cannot survive without it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): honor codeee

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): the code, the code.
I love it a load
it regulates us
though it's tautologous
it must change and adapt down the road

587 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): We need it.

588 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is sound document that best exemplifies the rules of social and academic behavior.

589 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I chose Haverford in large part because of the Code. It is not a perfect system, but I wholeheartedly believe that Haverford's social and academic experiences would be incomplete without the code. I do not wake up every morning thinking about my relationship to the Code (and I doubt any students do), but I do take my relationship to the code very seriously and believe that it has made me a more humane, thoughtful and engaged student both inside and outside of the classroom.

590 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I strongly believe in the Code as it is the core base of the foundation of Haverford's unique, accepting and welcoming community. The talk about changing the Code in my opinion is not the best method to fix the problems that were addressed at Plenary because a change in words on paper is not in effect until the community acts upon such. Therefore the resolution to such problems is the conscious effort of each student, to make sure they are abiding by the community's standards/ the Code. For this reason, I agree to ratify the Honor Code.

591 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Despite claims that the honor code is not really working or the student body isn't taking it seriously, I think the honor code is fine the way it is. But there needs to be some sort of communication among the students to discuss the code and how the current student body should address the doubts some may have. In other words, the code is fine the way it is and maybe it's just the dynamic of the current student body that makes it seem like the honor code is not working.

592 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is generally successful.

593 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is essential to life at Haverford, and without it the community would lose much of what makes it great.

594 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Students seem ambivalent about the code. I think we as a community need to think more thoughtfully about how we relate to the Code and each other so that we can live up to the goals we have set for ourselves.

Honor Council seems overworked and ambivalent about keeping its procedures and cases transparent. I think Honor Council needs to think about its relationship to the entire campus.

595 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code is a positive part of the Haverford community. It is not the code that has flaws. If anything, it is the apathy or confusion of members of the student body which need to be fixed. I love the code!!

596 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): The disgusting way that Honor Council treated students involved in the "invisible disabilities" case from last semester. Both the number of students who broke confidentiality on this case as well as the severely punitive (rather than restorative) resolutions imposed have made me seriously question the judgement of that jury and made me wonder how one can be bullied through Honor Council.

597 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe having a code is better than not having a code

598 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following
reason(s):: I believe in the Honor system and hope to continue work in honor of it.

599 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Although I think most Haverfordians would maintain a respectful environment even without the Honor Code, having a formal standard of trust, respect, and concern ensures integrity within academic and social life.

600 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe it is working

601 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Because the honor code is what makes this place function. There are flaws, but it's the best system I can imagine.

602 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: Something needs to be fixed with the way Honor Council functions. Also, we need more education about the code as an attempt to slow the ridiculous number of trials we're having. Finally, I don't really believe Plenary works very well. When it's a struggle to get 50% of the student body to show up to something that happens once a semester that is supposedly one of the cornerstones of what makes Haverford the place it is, something is wrong.

603 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I love Kelsey Ryan

604 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think that although the Code is not always implemented perfectly, the spirit Code is extremely special and important to life at Haverford. I feel that to not ratify the Code at this juncture would invalidate the spirit of the Code, and it would be difficult for the code to regain its sense of importance after such a blow.

605 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I support the natural trust and friendliness found on campus from the Honor Code.

606 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It reaffirms the values that ensure a position in which future manifestations will reflect both a condensation of time and space as well as a duty to embody the highest prescription... But actually, it upholds the same principles that brought me here in the first place.

607 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe that it accurately reflects the proper academic and social environment present at Haverford. I also believe in the ability and necessity of the honor code to uphold these beliefs.

608 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe that the code is working and is an essential element of Haverford. Some people have voiced concerns about the social aspects of the honor code but I believe that it must be up to individuals to regulate their own behavior instead of being overly reliant on the code.

609 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think the honor code is an important part of Haverford

610 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is integral to the maintenance of Haverford as a safe and respectful place.

611 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Code is essential to Haverford's character and to my own relationship with the College.

612 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Last year many students gathered together to rewrite the Honor Code to make it fit with our needs at the time. I still feel the Honor Code is effective and has a place here at Haverford.

613 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: While recent concerns have arisen regarding the administration's position on the Code, I think that the Code needs to be upheld and the spirit of the Code enhanced in the student body.

614 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I like the code. Do you know what I am saying?

615 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following
reason(s): I think that the honor code is effective and directly contributes to a respectful community, and although people raise concerns of it not being as effective as it could be, I personally feel comfortable with the role and extent to which I have observed the honor code playing in my interactions here at Haverford.

616 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think the honor code is effective and directly contributes to a respectful community.

617 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the Honor Code would work if everyone followed it and took it seriously.

618 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I applied to Haverford, in large part because of the honor code, and during my time as a student here, I have had a lot of time to reflect on the meaning/purpose of the honor code. I choose to vote for its ratification as this is my last opportunity to vote, but I have a number of objections, many of which are difficult to verbalize. But mostly, my lack of desire to share my objections is because our community struggles to truly hear criticisms that they don't want to hear. Having just gone through the traumatizing experience of "re-writing" the honor code last year, I imagine that hearing that some students still feel the honor code isn't working perfectly may be difficult for some to deal with.

619 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I just wanna sleep, so I'm sorry I have no reasons.

620 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the honor code is integral to the operation of Haverford College and I believe the code makes the college a better place to live.

621 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is a useful commodity at this school.

622 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I live the code.

623 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code proves that the whole world isn't so selfish and bad as people assume.

624 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's great as it is.

625 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Love and peace.

626 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think that after the code was thoughtfully revised last year, it now better reflects what we want and need it to be, and I believe that we do truly need the code as the backbone for Haverford. It is a reminder, a commitment, a source of support and inspiration and a resource for our community, and I wouldn't want to be at Haverford without it.

627 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's great!

628 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Honor code rox.

629 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I trust the student body and do not feel very strongly on many of these issues.

630 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's worked well in the four years I have been here.

631 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code is awesome and it is essential to life at Haverford and our amazing community!

632 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the honor code makes Haverford a better place.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think the honor code is important to Haverford and it's function. I wish more people followed it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I enjoy the privileges and the responsibilities that the Code provides.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It has a positive impact on the community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like the honor code in its current form.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's awesome and an integral part of Haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): because I support and believe in the Honor Code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): The social portion is frankly just not followed in practice.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is a vital part of Haverford's academic and social environment.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like it. Also I'm a second semester senior. It's made for a great Haverford experience so far, and while it's not perfect, I think it's functionally almost perfect for most people. Also, props to TRON for his excellent live tweeting of Plenary.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): There are issues with the honor code at Haverford. Everyone knows this. But the code itself is not the problem. The people claiming to follow it are the problem.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Swag swag like Caillou.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): it is great and swagg.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Good.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code seems to be functioning and any issues are minimal and can be addressed while the code is in effect.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): because the honor code is important to our ethical growth.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yay code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): honestly, because I'm lazy.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): it works, and we just discussed what was "wrong" with the Code at Special Plenary last year.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is the social fabric that binds the school together, but I trust that the goodwill and earnest fellowship of the student body carries the true heart of the code, rather than any technical minutiae in the text itself.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I think we need to have something else in place for people to take it more
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Works reasonably well

The Honor Code is essential to the Haverford environment. The level of trust shared among students and faculty is something to be proud of.

I think the Honor Code is unique and important part of the Haverford community, and I think it is working well.

The Honor Code is integral to life at Haverford.

I think the Honor Code is a unique and important part of the Haverford community, and I think it is working well.

I think the Honor Code is an essential part of what makes Haverford Haverford -- while there are indeed some flaws with it, the spirit of trust and respect it engenders is incredibly valuable, and it would be stupid to do away with such a thing.

Every year I ratify the code, what I want and expect out of the code changes. As a senior, I no longer believe that the code can create a student that wouldn't follow it -- I think we all follow the code at a level that we are comfortable to, from some people who feel comfortable cheating on take-home exams to some people who feel comfortable screaming at someone while drunk at a party. Neither are particularly representative of "trust concern and respect," both are students who exist here. but what we can do in the course of our time at Haverford is two-fold: we can fight to better teach one another what it means not to "break the honor code," but to treat one another with respect.

I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I appose ratification.

We are settling for a system that is failing a larger and larger portion of our population. We have stopped having honest and open conversations where we are each fully present, but rather we settle for the politically correct and the code now hinders us from reaching actual resolution in conversations. Furthermore, it is not used by the administration to help the students but rather as an advertisement strategy. When was the last time they actually took seriously what we decided during plenary?

As far as my experience goes, I think the Honor Code is doing a good job of maintaining an
open, honest community and promoting genuine dialogue within the community, both academically and socially.

672 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Many people who go to Honor council simply get a slap on the wrist. There comes a point where harsher penalties need to be enforced.

673 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Go hawks

674 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Code represents my concerns as a Haverford student.

675 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The amendments will help bolster the honor code's impact on the community and make it's intentions more clear.

676 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe the college environment really benefits from having an honor code.

677 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code continues to be an embodiment of the values I want the student body to compose itself by

678 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: it seems pretty cool

679 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: I feel our Honor Code is unique but does not exempt us from the sins of any society...I feel students are overly idealistic about the Honor Code and need to treat our community with the same aggressive scrutiny that we would any other community.

680 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The HC is great. It's the glue that holds Haverford together.

681 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The code is an important part of life at Haverford, and while the system may need re-working and amendments, it makes sense to keep moving forward with it.

682 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Despite the problems we've been seeing with the Code, it defines the atmosphere at Haverford and should be preserved and continuously improved.

683 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I know they honor code is not a perfect system. I know that it has its flaws and that we should never get complacent about it. But I'm a pragmatist, and I like things that work. And the honor code works. We may not always speak our minds perfectly, but I believe that the proportion of people at this school who are academically honest and respectful of others is just higher than that of other schools, and the honor code is a big reason why. I wish more people were more invested in it, but not everyone ever will be. As is, the code works. We're a lot better off with it than without it.

684 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's good

685 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe that the Honor Code's core aim of fostering mutual understanding via constructive dialogue betters our community and enriches our lives.

686 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I'm a senior and don't care enough to think critically and not ratify it.

687 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: I think there are some serious issues with negligence, ignorance, and apathy within the student body with regards to the honor code (particularly the social aspect). I also think that the system is flawed in that only students are bound to the honor code, whereas other members of the community (professors, staff, etc.) do as they please.

688 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Yes.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It works. It's convenient. I'm going to adhere to it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: As a graduating senior I believe that I should vote with the voice of the incoming freshmen, and try to imagine what Haverford will be like in 4 years rather than what it has been in the past for me. I want 2018 to have just as strong a relationship to the Honor Code as 2014 does because they deserve a chance to wrestle with it and enjoy the same way we have.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It works. It's convenient. I'm going to adhere to it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code isn't perfect, I do think that it is a functional document - so I think that it makes sense to keep it while we have conversations about how to make it better.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code is for the students, as a student here, I believe that my interests and those of my peers are represented in this document.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Duh.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It creates a wonderful learning and living environment and community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code isn't perfect, I do think that it is a functional document - so I think that it makes sense to keep it while we have conversations about how to make it better.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code is for the students, as a student here, I believe that my interests and those of my peers are represented in this document.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Duh.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It works as is.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Meh.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The code is good.
drawbacks, has proven, in my eyes, to largely benefit the community in a way that I find important and necessary.

711 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code fits my perspectives and needs.

712 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is why I came to Haverford

713 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Love dat Honor Code

714 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I do not believe that only a few students should be paid for honor council. It creates an unnecessary division such an organization does not need.

715 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): With all of the resignations, I don't think the current system is effective.

716 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code is an integral experience of my experience at Haverford, and I want to retain it as it is.

717 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I've never had any issue with the Honor Code and I think its a core Haverford value.

718 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because a potentially flawed code is better than no code at all and I have no idea what changes would need to be made to fix it.

719 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I strongly believe that the honor code needs to remain in effect at this institution. It was the thing that made me want to attend here, and if it is no longer in existence, it will not support the community in the way that I once envisioned it, and still do today.

720 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code, simply put, is what makes Haverford what it is: a place where ideas can be exchanged freely and respectfully, a place where students can focus on the pursuit of excellence, and most of all, a place where all students feel comfortable with each other. The community created and maintained by the Honor Code has few parallels in the world, and it would be truly tragic if we were to lose it.

721 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Though the Honor Code, may not always facilitate social interactions well, (this may largely be to social pressure or different interpretations of the Code), it currently serves a vital purpose in the academics and image of this community. I think we should all keep the code and the respect it demands for other people in mind in our daily lives, and in order to do so we must have the Code.

722 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): The Honor Code is an integral part of life at Haverford College, I appreciate it for all it is worth and for how it makes Haverford so unique from other institutions. The recent rise in Honor Council Academic proceedings is certainly concerning and coupled with the inability to ratify the code originally last Spring may represent a rise of apathy in the community toward the code. Of course I vote to ratify the code, life here is so much better with it - but I do have reservations about the integration of the code into the community. Hopefully this year's Clearness Committee is able to clear that up.

723 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I love the Honor Code! It's not perfect, but neither are we.

724 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code works when everybody tries to make it work

725 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code is what makes us who we are, and Honor Council has never received enough thanks for maintaining our Haverford-ness.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): During plenary the social honor code was brought up, but the faults that were pointed out were faults that each of us as individuals should consider about our conduct.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): too many people abuse it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like the honor code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's good but people are sometimes wary of how they interact with fellow Fords - don't always express what they'd like because afraid of disrupting the balance... maybe something will implode some day... or maybe we'll all become too constrained to act in the real world after the Bubble...

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I have an issue with the honor code when it comes to race and class (as well as a myriad of different groups, but especially race and class), issues get swept under the rug. We as a student body *assume* that trust, concern, respect means we are treating everyone that way, instead of actually treating them that way.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Nothing to.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I have no problem with the Code itself, actually. But I do take issue with the fact that lately people have been blaming the Code for faults in themselves and other people. We could rewrite the Honor Code 4,000 times and people would still make mistakes. I guess I'm just tired of listening to people say we shouldn't ratify the Code until we figure out what's wrong with it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like the code and think it is adequate.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Although I believe in the Honor Code and it's power to the full extent, I feel that there are some growing concerns within the community regarding it and it's ratification. Students are becoming increasingly concerned with how administration works without the framework of the Code - I hope in the future some students will put forth the necessary changes. Although I do not personally believe the Honor Code needs to change, I think that it is a living document so I hope that those who chose to go against the Code's ratification take some time to thoughtfully consider their own personal relationship with the Code. But honestly, I am proud to live in such a community that is student lead, and fosters the development of such extraordinary community members.

Also, thank you to the SC Co-Secs, you rarely get the credit you deserve but I know how much time goes into this process - you are equally as wonderful.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I hope this gets ratified.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Even if implementation is occasionally poor, I believe that the spirit of the code and that of it which is written down represents the will of the Haverford community and the values that I value.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Without the code, Haverford would be such a different place. The code is not perfect but it is why I chose to come to haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Part of the 66%
741 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code is what makes Haverford unique and is a great self-governing force that the student body shares.

742 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): 

743 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It works

744 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think it's good to have!

745 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): No problems.

746 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is grool!

747 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): because it would make jon sweitzer-lamme happy, and if i can make even one person happy in my life i will not have been a failure

748 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is why I came to Haverford, and contrary to some of the complaints that I heard in Plenary, I believe it functions every day to create the most welcoming and enjoyable student lifestyles that I've ever seen.

749 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is a special part of Haverford

750 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is what makes Haverford the community that I chose to join. It creates the trust which makes our education unique. It fosters collaboration which can create experiences which transcend the individual experience. The honor code, while not a document capable of creating an ideal society, is a document which encourages its followers to always strive forward for a better world.

751 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): NA

752 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think the Code works and creates an amazing learning and social environment.

753 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I agree with it

754 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I still have great concern about the relationship the community as a whole has with the honor code, the administration and faculty included. I believe this institution should be held to the honor code in their decision making, as well as the student body.

755 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I follow it, and I think it is doing more good than harm.

756 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code is not flawless but works very well.

757 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I have read through it and feel confident and comfortable in its need and purpose

758 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): k

759 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It allows our professors trust us, and it allows us to trust each other.

760 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I love Haverford the way it is.

761 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think a large majority of the people on campus are too apathetic about the code and how they fit it into their lives, and although I love the code, I feel it would be misrepresenting the way the student body acts if I were to ratify it now without any changes in the actions of people on campus.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s)::

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's still working. Yay!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It works well the way it is.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I support the honor code and all that it stands for.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I support the honor code and all that it stands for.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code underlies the spirit of Haverford. Most fords are happy to comply with the measures it establishes and I would venture to say that they are happy to discuss its shortcomings with those who are not as supportive.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's a cool thing yo.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's an integral part of Haverford, both academically and socially. Though we often fall short of living up to the code, it's an important ideal to strive for.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code is vital to the Haverford community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Although people are not perfect, the Code is an excellent means of guidelines - morally, academically, and socially. I think it is a wonderful goal to aspire to, and encourages communication and self-reflection.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I came to Haverford for the Code, and all four years that I have been here I have used the Code and seen it in practice around me. People are not perfect. We can only imperfectly strive for any ideal we choose. Still, I would not want to be anywhere else.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I agree with Ethan, I think we need to talk about the social component.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It has been an integral part of my experience at Haverford and, while there are problems with it, I ultimately think it is what makes this community what it is.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I support it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I feel that the honor code is a big part of this college and I do feel that we talk about it a lot.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code is one of the things that makes Haverford Unique. Even if its not perfect, I don't want to loose it!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's the basis of the community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Though I don't think that the Honor Code is a perfect document or followed by the entire
student body, I think that the journey that the individual goes through in relating to the Honor Code is an important one and the document should be preserved if only for that reason.

781 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Honor Code, academically and socially, is awesome and works. The so called "problems with the honor code" or criticisms are just because of specific people or circumstances, not the nature of the code itself.

782 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: YOLO

783 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is what makes Haverford Haverford

784 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is awesome and I love it.

785 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Trust concern respect!

786 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Ultimately the Honor Code works, and its spirit is essential to Haverford life.

787 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I love the code

788 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code has informed the way I live at Haverford. Haverford wouldn't be the same without it.

789 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code represents the core of life at Haverford. I feel that most issues with our community can be resolved by open discussion, which the code supports as it stands now. This means that it is up to us as a student body to be active in these endeavors if we see an issue and furthermore understand that nothing is perfect.

790 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The code is a crucial part of everyday life at Haverford and it needs to be maintained for the good of the community. Without the code, Haverford would not be a special place.

791 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I vote for its ratification as I support the Honor Code's mission to instill values of trust, respect, and concern within our community. I also truly value how the code seeks to permit all students to attain a great sense of responsibility and independence and I wish to see these values continue to be affirmed within the Haverford community.

792 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think we need it to keep going, no matter it's flaws

793 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's crucial for haverford's environment. Any issues we have with it come more from the practice of students than the code itself.

794 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: We need the Honor Code.

795 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe the Honor Code is an integral part of our community and even though there are times that the Honor Code fails to be present sometimes in our social endeavors, as long as we as a community work towards involving ourselves more with the Honor Code, we can reach a place where everyone is comfortable and everyone can voice their opinions.

796 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: =

797 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The code works fine

798 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s)::
reason(s):: We can reflect on ways to improve the honor code/our relationship with the honor code while still having an honor code.

799 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is conducive to an honest and intellectually stimulating atmosphere.

800 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's wonderful.

801 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I see no reason to object.

802 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Yes.

803 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It works.

804 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It helps to shape a productive and vibrant community at Haverford.

805 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Even though it's not perfect, the Code works and is a core part of our community.

806 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think for most of us, it's still working.

807 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It works. Djdlskhchdjalamxbc

808 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is a central element of haverford culture.

809 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Works better than anything else.

810 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think that the honor code works.

811 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's dope.

812 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I have no objections to it.

813 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: ---.

814 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: because.

815 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Because the Honor Code is what makes Haverford great.

816 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I love the honor code.

817 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Although it has its flaws, the honor code creates a bond and safe space among most students.

818 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I don't believe that the Honor Code is "broken," only that some of us are unable to live by it 100% of the time.

819 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe the code is being effective in its mission to create a trusting, respectful environment for students, staff, and faculty, especially after the changes made at special plenary last year.

820 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's awesome.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): it provides students the foundations for success.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think that it continues to make this community stronger.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is a success. While it is by no means perfect, it more than adequately expresses the values of the Haverford community. As long as we continue to incorporate the Code into our daily lives, each of us interpreting it and taking ownership of it with every decision we make, mundane or important, this wonderful community will live by the values of trust, concern, and respect, and we will maintain the beautiful document that is the Code as our mission statement.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): There's nothing wrong with Honor Code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): go hc.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): :)

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the current content and wording is satisfactory.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Why not?

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code is what holds this community together.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is a great thing and in my personal experience works well.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I would like to ratify the Honor Code because I appreciate some of the fundamental rights and level of trust it gives students.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code is a crucial part of Haverford's academic and social culture and it's one of the many reasons why I have loved attending this school for 4 years.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): We need it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like it!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's important to the operation of the colleg

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is an integral part of Haverford, it is the reason I came to this school.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Honor Code is important to Haverford community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): it's awesome.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I have no problem with the Code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Allows flexibility, what makes Haverford, Haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is an essential part to the functioning of Haverford and is also one of the key factors that attracts students here.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): it keeps us honorable!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe that the Code is in trouble, that it has a hard time reaching the entirety of the community and that it has reached an ambiguous status as not quite legislation, and yet more than guidelines. However I also believe that the only way to fix these is to work with the code we have. A British revolution if you will, working upon old foundations to build new systems. So I vote for its ratification.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yes

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I agree with what the honor code stands for.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I love the self-scheduled Finals, however they create a fear of being confronted for simply being kind and wishing someone good luck which goes against the very nature of the Code itself.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Unproctored exams, one of Haverford's most appealing aspects is its honor code, professor-student trust, the welcoming and trusting social atmosphere, etc etc etc

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Students need to be better with confronting each other directly before bringing issues to professors and honor council

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): we need changes

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is why I came to Haverford. I particularly appreciate being in an academic environment free of cheating and competitiveness (because you keep your grades to yourself and don't expect to know anyone else's).

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Worth it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): C

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is fine the way it is.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): All seams well for me

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code has defined my past 3 years at Haverford and I would like it to continue to do so.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think it's working.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Ratification of the code shouldn't constitute total acceptance of its current state.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I agree with both the spirit and the content of the code.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yes

Because it keeps Haverford honest and unique

Yay honor code!

It's benefit to the overall Haverford community

The Honor Code is essential to my Haverford Experience

It still works.

Because

I think the honor code is fine in its current form.

I attended the Plenary and thought the Code was not a mistake for our community.

More pong

I think it's working well

yay honor code! yay plen! thanks for all the hard work honor council

Why not?

The honor code guides my life on and off campus

I hate special plenary.

I feel that the code is integral to the Haverford experience and I would not want to be here without it.

The amendments seemed reasonable.

It works.

Haverford isn't Haverford without the code

I am a strong believer in the honor code and have been since I arrived at Haverford. I think it is the document that really makes our community a special place and also attracts the same kind of people who share similar values to Haverford in the first place. Of course, we are all human and the Code sometimes fails, but I think that our commitment to restorative justice is important in allowing people to learn from their mistakes and return to the community as a better person.

It's the best
reason(s):: We need it.

885 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Because it's important.

886 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Why do I have to write something just let me vote yes.

887 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: We all have to be committed to it for it to work.

888 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: My last honor code ratification! Crossing my fingers for no special plenary!

889 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: We need the code in order to function at the level that we do.

890 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I don't see anything wrong with having the code.

891 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: We are a student body with a plurality of flaws, coming together to make a code that is as little flawed as possible. Does the lack of respect for the social code on weekends scare me? Yes. Am I bothered by the attitude that you have to have been on honor council to really "get" the code, and that such a group can selectively interpret and rewrite a document made up of our multitudes of histories? Irrefutably. Does the chatter and careless conformity of plenary suggest that it is a broken system? Probably. Yet despite our reluctance to confront and ease of indifference, I still will do everything in my power to keep the code relevant, alive, and reflective of the student body that ultimately defines it. I believe the code should flesh out its social section to include the necessary sense of duty to uphold community standards, and what precisely they are. I believe we need to respect the pluralities of histories that have shaped our understanding of the code. And I believe honor council is a dedicated and extremely overworked group that need to continually strive for transparency so that if there is disparity between the "campus" perspective on the code and the "council" perspective, those differences can be shared and developed.

892 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think it's an integral part of the Haverford experience and the school would not be the same without it.

893 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I love the honor code.

894 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's a great thing.

895 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code is an integral part of Haverford. The college would not be the same without it. It shapes my daily life, interactions, academics, and athletics. I love the Code and therefore ratify it.

896 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe it is up to date and an accurate reflection of our community's goals :)

897 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Any problems with the code are due to our implementation, not the document itself. In general, I believe the Honor Code ensures a stronger environment if trust, concern, and respect than I have seen anywhere else.

898 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The code is awesome, and it's working.

899 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code makes me happy.

900 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Thanks, HC.

901 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following
reason(s):: Because the Code is perfect in every way :)

902 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Because I like the honor code.

903 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It works.

904 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Central to Haverford identity, promotes positive social and academic learning environment

905 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think thoughtful changes have been made over the last couple of years and need time to work.

906 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe that the honor code is one of Haveford's greatest strengths, and I therefore believe it should be ratified for another year.

907 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code is great!

908 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: :-)

909 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Honor code is great

910 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think that we have problems with adhering to the Code (especially the social Honor Code) on this campus, but not with the code itself. I think the people in this community need to take a hard look at how they treat each other and their environment and ask themselves if there are deserving of the Code and all its benefits. I think enough changes to the Code itself have happened, now we need to change our actions.

911 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code is awesome!

912 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I like having an honor code.

913 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's affects on the community here at Haverford

914 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code is what shapes the community and it is what is necessary for Haverford to continue being the awesome place that it is.

915 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is something I carry with me everyday. It ensures Haverford as a place of collaborative growth and learning.

916 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe it is best for the school.

917 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I agree

918 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is important for the structure of this school.

919 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: oh shut up haverford

920 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I agree with the Honor Code and vote for its ratification

921 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I don't believe the social part of the code works and am disappointed in honor council for the way they have handled certain trials.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):

The honor code works.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):
The Honor Code's really quite neat, Cause it keeps us alert on our feet. We know to be wary, And not stray or vary, From principles such as "don't cheat!"

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): while there have been an increasing number of issues with people following the Honor Code lately, the people doing so are still in the minority. The Honor Code makes Haverford what it is. I can't imagine this school without it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because it represents the community of the school

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It doesn't work. Honor Council can be bullied into doing things that powerful students and faculty members want, and has become nothing more than a system the college uses to educate itself.

Because I will most likely get beaten if I don't. Also, because I would like to turn this school's norm into an ideological hegemony, which is a thing, because (political) science, bitches!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):)

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code is the reason why I came here and while it is not perfect, at the end of the day it works in a lot of ways.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It may not always work but I follow it.

Although it's an incredibly flawed document and there's a great deal of BS that comes with it, I don't think a more perfect document is possible right now and it's not worth the strife of not having an honor code

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Coming from a place where trust, concern, and respect was hard to come by I appreciate the spirit of the Honor Code and believe that it is an internal and working part of Haverford despite its criticisms.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I don't have any problems with it and I think it's working as well as can be expected.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It satisfies my needs for an honor code

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's working!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's great/makes HC a special place.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Successful plenary and a general sense of engagement seem to be back. The malaise is disappearing. Viva la code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's great!

Comments

1. I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s):: I like the Honor Code.
2 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: -
3 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I love it
4 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: so there is no special plenary!
5 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: C
6 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Working so far... At least it seems like it is.
7 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: stuff
8 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I LOVE IT
9 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: broke
10 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think it will better our community
11 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: There should be a link to the honor code in the poll email so students can more conveniently thoughtfully consider and/or maybe a link to specific areas of change.... But, since as far as I can tell it's the same as before minus a few bureaucratic adjustments, I approve
12 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I enjoy it. I like it. Its nice.
13 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I agree with the Code
14 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's fine.
15 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I agree with the principles of the honor code and hold myself to their standards.
16 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code is essential to Haverford!
17 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code significantly improves the Haverford experience
18 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I like the idea of us still having an honor code, so there you go.
19 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: N
20 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: 1
21 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe that the Code is is an essential aspect of the Haverford community. It's what makes the college experience unique to Haverford and I enjoy being in a community of people who value things like generosity, honesty, hard work, loyalty, and respect.
22 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Because it's awesome
23 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code provides an environment that supports academic
excellence by fostering trust between professors and students, and students themselves.

24 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Professors like that it exists

25 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It can and does work

26 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): The prevalence of academic dishonesty at Haverford is troublingly high. In the near future, the effectiveness of the Honor Code at affecting an environment in which academic dishonesty is as rare as possible, in comparison to the effectiveness of alternative systems in this capacity, needs to be evaluated.

27 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because we need it for our professors to trust us.

28 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's too late in my Haverford career for me to care very much about this either way.

29 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Integrity is an important quality to have.

30 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): loving this trusting and trust-worthy lifestyle.

31 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): We need honor code to make us a better communiy.

32 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): yes

33 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because I completely agree with this semester's code

34 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Ratify it

35 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I want to not be emailed about the Code

36 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Fosters a sense of trust on campus.

37 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): yep

38 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think the ratification makes good sense and we need it.

39 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I'm a senior, and the Code has come to mean much more to me since I've been abroad and since I've considered life after Haverford. It is far from perfect, but I strongly believe in our community and our ability to craft a thoughtful whole. For this, and many more reasons, I am voting for its ratification. VIVA LA FORD! I hope that we can continue to talk as a community about what the Code means to us and what we want from it.

40 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): A

41 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is a good document that I believe in

42 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is awesome!

43 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I love the Honor Code. It's like that friend from summer camp that you
don't see that often, but when you do it's awesome.

44 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's useful.

45 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I think that social honor code has major flaws.

46 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think it is good.

47 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think that social honor code has major flaws.

48 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think it is good.

49 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I feel the honor code is an integral part of campus life, and it was a large part of why I chose to come to Haverford.

50 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): cuz i don't like to have scheduled or proctored exams

51 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Dat honor code doe

52 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Good times

53 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): yAY haveeeerford

54 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is an essential part of Haverford

55 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe it to be a sham that allows the administration to avoid taking responsibility for any issues.

56 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is based on Quaker values which in my opinion the collective student body does not truly understand, given that there is no spiritually based impulse to actually adhere to them. The only thing that ties us together is an imperfect, secular institution, and over my four years it has become clearer and clearer that the institution is not enough. Haverford draws students for too many different reasons to pretend that something like the Honor Code is working.

I have seen the Honor Code/Honor Council at work in the worst of situations and it has not done its job. I cannot in good conscience ratify it when it so totally failed me and others that I know. I think Honor Council (and juries in general) is unprepared for the complex situations that come their way, and I don't think it should continue as is until a viable solution is found.

I do not do this lightly, but I also think that it honestly doesn't even matter. The greatest irony of all is that student self government at Haverford is an illusion; the administration only takes student points of view into account when it conveniences them.

57 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I vote yes

58 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The new resolutions are completely reasonable and steps in the right direction for the community. :) 

59 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): the honor code is fine the way it is

60 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): It's the right thing man

61 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe that the Honor Code creates a level of understanding between student and faculty alike.

62 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I appreciate our alcohol policy. That's part of the honor code, right?

63 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I feel that the Honor Code acts as a glue of understanding between groups of people.

64 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Its beneficial for everyone baby

65 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I think that this system often re-perpetuates its errors, lack of consideration for certain kinds of people and I would appreciate more consideration from faculty members in some instances. I don't believe students are always equipped to take on such large leadership responsibilities in determining the next course in an individual's life. These are important roles to fill and I think that it would be better to have an application system rather than an election.

66 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): We need to figure out a way to encourage students to not be apathetic about the Honor Code. My freshmen year, the Honor Code was the reason why people came to Haverford. Now, the number of trials have made it clear that it is no longer a priority. I think we, as a community, need to evaluate why that is.

67 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Yeah

68 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It wouldn't be Haverford without the Code.

69 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): We do not want anarchy!!!!

70 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): h

71 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I agree with the honor code as it stands

72 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): All the honors for all the codes.

73 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's a good code to uphold by. By upholding the proud morals to which we stand for then it is a must that we therefore promote a substantial being.

74 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is the reason I came to Haverford. Without it, I would have to reevaluate my college career.

75 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think it's helpful for the haverford community.

76 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I feel the honor code is working and agree with the new amendments.

77 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Next time, don't make me write anything.

78 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): .

79 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s):: Don't fix something that isn't broken.

80 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I have not thoroughly considered anything because I have lost faith in honor code, as I think it may just be a piece of paper without real authority in much of Haverford. But I'll vote to keep the process moving.

81 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe it still represents the views of the student body accurately.

82 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The code is a very important part of Haverford.

83 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think it's good!

84 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code exists only to promote a delusional atmosphere of "community" to a bunch of rich (predominantly white) bourgeois kids, who think a liberal arts degree and two years in the Peace Corps and/or (preferably and) Teach for America will somehow cleans them of the sins inherent to their very existence, so that they can go on to work on Wall Street and/or (preferably and) a lucrative NGO with cushy office chairs and a nice bonus package, all while not feeling the least stitch of guilt about it. Furthermore, the Honor Council is filled by a bunch of self-important, sado-masochistic moralists who derive some sense of perverse authority by turning in their friends and fellow students for youthful transgressions and mistakes. Millions of people around the country graduate from colleges without honor codes, and go on to be moral and honest members of (an immoral and dishonest) society. In summary, as Haverford students, we are far too busy adding "Haver-" prefixes to things to realize that all of our heads are entirely too far up are Haver-assholes to be functional members of society. The honor code produces nothing but an atmosphere of hostility, passive aggression and self-importance that I want absolutely nothing to do with. More succinctly, fuck the police.

85 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's vital to how this school is run and makes for a trusting academic and social community.

86 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is cool

87 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code is what makes Haverford, Haverford. Simply put, it works.

88 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Cleveland

89 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I support honor code with all my heart and soul

90 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: :)

91 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I am god.

92 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I approve of the honor code because I believe it promotes the secure environment that makes me enjoy my time at Haverford.

93 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code is used to threaten and punish students who find being at Haverford a difficult and stressful existence, which is a lot of us. There are very few productive outlets for support, so when a student makes a mistake the only group there to respond is comprised of the self-important competitive individuals who make up the honor council but don't actually know how being a productive community member works. Professors like Charles Lerman use the honor code to hunt down students who transgress its rule, belittle them, and make them feel like social and academic outcasts. Haverford's lost some of the greatest people and
students through the ridiculous system imposed by the Honor code. I will never vote to ratify the honor code, it should be disabled.

94 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): During my short-time here as a freshman, I've lost most of the initial skepticism that I had about the Honor Code. Things like not talking about grades or other people, who you might not know, genuinely helping you or others out in times of trouble is something I take for granted now. The Honor Code is not perfect, and there are many aspects of it we can improve upon, but we've got something great here.

95 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): because I feel that nothing needs to be changed at this time.

96 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I agree with the purpose of the Code.

97 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is the heart and soul of Haverford. It is the reason that I chose to attend this school and without it, Haverford would be just like any other top tier institution, which promotes the success of the individual rather than the whole of the community.

99 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): works fine for me!

100 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I believed that the Honor Code has become reductive to Honor Council in many respects. I believe that for many people Honor Council gets to speak for what is and what is not in the Honor Code. While I think this development is problematic, and not helped by the revision of the code consented to last year, I still believe that the Honor Code is still as aspiration we as a community should still shoot for. While I think we regularly fail to live up to it, I think the task of trying is vital to what makes Haverford a wonderful place.

101 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Honor is the best
I like self-scheduled exams
Trust, concern, respect.

102 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I'm a big fan. Trust, concern, respect yo :)

103 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I support the changes made to the Code during Plenary, and I think the unchanged portions of the Code are doing their job as fully as is possible.

104 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yes

105 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yes

106 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): izkewl

107 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe it's a successful and integral part of the Haverford community.

108 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): While violations of the academic code do occur, I think that most students respect the academic regulations and abide by them. However, the student body does not seem to have the same respect for the social code. Confrontations are rare. For many the code seems like little more than a test-taking convenience.

109 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like it. It treats me nice.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because I like the way it is.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I approve the new resolution we passed.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Despite many recent issues, the Honor Code is still strong, and is the foundation of our community. A lot of work has been done in the past year to make it so. The Honor Code encapsulates the ideals of trust, concern, and respect, which define the Haverford community. It should be ratified, and, if it is, it is the responsibility of every Haverford student to uphold it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I approve the new resolution we passed.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe this honor code embodies the spirit of Haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code provides for an academic and social environment of respect and trust, qualities supported both by students and faculty. The honor code comes with both benefits for and responsibilities of both parties, all of which seek to strengthen the college community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It makes it a special community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I voted for the resolutions that passed at Plenary.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I was pressured.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I approve of the amendments, making working on the Honor Council more worth while for people of more diverse socioeconomic backgrounds.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I fully stand by the original honor code, and the amendments for this year. Some changes at this plenary were vague and incomplete but essential for moving the code in the direction that I prefer.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is an important part of maintaining the Haverford Community as a healthy and safe space to grow and learn as a young individual.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Student council leader is a voluntary job. Though they take a greater leadership than the rest positions, every position is important. It's unfair to just pay the co-heads. Also it's hard to decide which committee to pay first.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code promotes the integrity we sometimes struggle to achieve.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It clearly embodies Haverford a values and I agree it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): <3

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
129 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It works for me

130 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Yes

131 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I agree with everything put forth in the honor code.

132 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think the Code is ready to be ratified

133 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I love the honor code!!

134 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe the Honor Code is an integral part of maintaining the mutual respect and trust omnipresent at Haverford College.

135 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: N/a

136 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Because it works

137 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Way too many kids cheat. It isn't fair to have take home tests since it puts those who do not cheat at a disadvantage.

138 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: I think the academic honor code is good, but the social honor code needs some work.

139 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Consistency

140 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: I think we can do better in the social honor code.

141 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Code is the best part of Haverford and an integral part of my learning and gives us freedom as burgeoning adults.

142 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It has worked in the past

143 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: I worry that following the social aspects of the Code has become less of a priority for students, and I think that something needs to be done to reinforce the importance of the Honor Code as an integral part of the Haverford Experience.

144 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I vote for the ratification of the honor code because it fosters an atmosphere of trust at Haverford.

145 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: It doesn't actually work.

146 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: The social honor code still presents numerous problems for me: lack of honesty, prevalence of passive-aggressiveness, and apathy on a variety of important issues

147 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: YES!!

148 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: People should think about how to truly apply the honor code in a social environment and have more honest and open discussions
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I want the honor code to be implemented.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): People aren't super adherent to the code. If you want people to be invested in plenary you should ban laptops and other distractions.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Right now the social honor code is failing. Increased hospitalizations for alcohol use are just the beginning of the problem. However, the honor code is an essential document for our school to function. Changes need to be made, but getting rid of the honor code is not the necessary change.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): It's the Honor Code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It will help make Haverford a better community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Live and Let Live.
following reason(s):: Woop woop

166 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Let's keep things simple

167 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: That's cool!

168 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: I think there's a tendency for people to gradually live less by the Honor Code the longer they are here. Coming in as a freshman, you are brought into the culture of the Honor Code very strongly, but it seems to "wear off" over time. I wish there was some sort of plan in place to "refresh" people's interest in the Code over their time here.

169 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is awesome!

170 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: it works well the way it is

171 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code is a nice lady.

172 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I agree with all amendments.

173 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe the code is invaluable to the social and academic functioning at Haverford, and while I acknowledge that it has flaws, I do not think that failing to ratify the code is the best way to call attention to (or try to fix) these flaws. I would like to see continued discussion over what we can do to address these imperfections, but I believe these discussions should take place with a ratified code.

174 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I'm a fan and it's a great reason to be here

175 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: I think that the Honor Code is an integral component of our community and that is why I am voting to ratify it. I am, however, hoping that we can work as a community to uphold the values, for I feel as though I have noticed more violations in recent years. Perhaps we could have community forums?

176 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: (>.__.)>---<3---<(__.)<

177 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I have faith in the basic construction of the honor code

178 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's good.

179 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: I think there are a lot of things that are not working with the Honor Code in recent years. There needs to be some serious thought about what role the Honor Code plays both in the Haverford community, and in the lives of individual Haverford students.

180 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: aaa

181 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Go haverford!

182 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think that it's always important to revisit policies to let them adapt to the time.

183 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: No changes were made
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code seems to work well and is a vital aspect of the Haverford community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe it is currently working how it was designed to work and that the amendments that have and will continue to be added will ensure that it continues to uphold the values desired by the Haverford student body.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Okay. So this is my fourth year here, and I've seen a lot. I've seen enough to know that we as a community do not live up to the ideals laid down in the Code. We don't engage different perspectives--sometimes we legislate from our high horses without knowing that these different perspectives are even there. Without realizing it, we alienate people from the community on a regular basis, whether or not they ever wind up in front of a jury, and whether or not they ever end up officially separated. Nobody knows what Council actually does behind closed doors, and Council groupthink are pretty okay with that lack of accountability or trust. The administration doesn't seem to respect Plenary as an institution, just as many of us don't seem to give a shit about the Code once we're all wasted on Saturday night.

That said, I'm convinced we're better off with the Code than without it. The Code is an ideal: it tells us to be better than ourselves, and for that reason I'm willing to keep it around. Things didn't change for the better while I was here, but I'm not gonna deny anyone else a shot.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): it's reasonable

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): because I like the Honor Code the way it is.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I agree with the honor code as it stands

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): K

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): While I do not believe the Honor Code is "functioning properly" per se, I do not believe it is the fault of the document itself. We just went through Special Plenary and a rewrite of the Code last year, and I don't believe changing it again will bring any significant change to its efficacy on campus. What it comes down to now is all of us really living out the ideals we have set forward in the document, especially in the social aspect of the Code. We can't legislate ourselves into caring about and following the Code by constantly rewriting it, for it is predicated upon the belief that we do care and share common ideals that we want to enact on this campus. I still hold that belief, and so I am voting to ratify the Code with the hope that its implementation on campus and in our lives will improve.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): While I believe the honor code is largely failing in the community, I don't believe it comes from a problem with the written code itself.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): the Code maintains its functionality as serving the best interest of the Haverford community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I believe the Code is an important part of Haverford life, but I think the social code is often ignored in practice, and (possibly as a result) there's a lot of apathy about it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
The honor code is a fundamental component of the Haverford community. I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code seems to be working fine right now. There's no pressing reason to change it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): :) I agree with all of the new additions and the entire code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I agree with all the changes made during plenary.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I agree with it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's important.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is an integral part of the Haverford community!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I feel a sense of approval towards the honor code, though quite honestly I don't feel particularly passionate about it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe that the changes made to the Honor Code are necessary to ensure a smooth operation, and are well thought-out.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I agree.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code creates an environment of trust more conducive to learning.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because I believe the honor code is substantial for Haverford's environment.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yes I vote to ratify.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is an important part of the community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's one of the reasons why I came to this school!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I think we need to think about the code in context of the world...

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): it's necessary!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is the gel that holds the student body together and without it, Haverford would not be Haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I have no personal connection or emotional investment in the Code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because I like it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is what makes Haverford, Haverford!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think the Honor Code creates the environment that makes Haverford such...
a special place. Without the Honor Code, I think our community would be damaged.

219 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe changes made to the honor code last year have made it a more relevant document worthy of my trust and therefore my decision to ratify it.

220 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is an essential part of the Haverford community, and therefore, while it is not perfect, we cannot go without it. It is for this reason that it must be ratified.

221 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe changes made to the honor code last year have made it a more relevant document worthy of my trust and therefore my decision to ratify it.

222 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is an essential part of the Haverford community, and therefore, while it is not perfect, we cannot go without it. It is for this reason that it must be ratified.

223 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): 

224 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is a huge part of my life, living in a community that I can trust and that trusts me is an experience like none other. I wouldn't give it up for anything.

225 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Honah.. Code.. Swag

226 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It doesn't always work perfectly (people violate it) but I'm glad that we have something to guide us, something to aspire to. I'm thankful to have lived and studied in a community with the Honor Code, and I want future Fords to benefit too.

227 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It represents student interest to the best of its ability

228 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yummy!

229 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's cool

230 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Seems to be working well this year. It has my approval.

231 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Not much has changed, I like the honor code.

232 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): yolo

233 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is a large part of why I decided to come to Haverford. I feel that I would probably live what I consider honorably with or without the Code to motivate me, but the Code allows me to be part of a community in which I am trusted by my professors and in which I am motivated by the Code to be the best and most honorable student and friend that I can be. Also, without the Code, we wouldn't have Customs, and Customs is amazing.

234 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe that the honor code allows us to consider each other in social and academic ways. It helps us keep each other accountable.

235 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It just feels right, y'know?

236 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like it. it works for me.

237 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): I think it is essential to our institution.

238 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I'm not an asshole

239 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): yay

240 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): .

241 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because the honor code is vital in this community and it allows flexibility, respect and appreciation for different opinions.

242 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Worked so far

243 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): We need to change the way the call for multicultural jurors is formed as the language is off-putting. We also need to address the fact that people keep voting for the code though they do not believe in either its spirit or form.

244 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Haverford is not Haverford without the Honor Code.

245 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): John S-L's rewrite is unnecessary. Also why is he consistently combative and mean at Plenary when people have concerns about the institution that question the authority of people in power? Also the Code still pathetically lacks any reference to the environment. That being said, I don't want this college to lose one of its most valuable fundraising and admissions tools. Get better, Haverford. Oh yeah, and, sexual assault. That shit's weak, Deans/Administration (by which I mean the institution's aversion to dealing with sexual assault/rape culture and not finding ways to do away with the privileged athlete boys (and non-athlete boys) who consistently make this community dangerous for lots of people is stupid, to be clear).

246 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is what makes Haverford such a safe campus with honest people. It allows one to be sure that they can trust the people around them and communicate with them in simple ways without fear

247 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe that it addresses all the issues it needs to address well, I have no objections to it.

248 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): this was the first option I saw

249 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): To start, I don't like having my things stolen by the people in my community and I enjoy the freedom and luxury of self-scheduled exams. However, I have observed that aspects of the honor code don't seem to be actualized. Haverford is not, from my experience, an environment with a free-flow of ideas that the honor code describes. My experience with customs has been that the HCO's tend to exult themselves as moral authorities and prescribe viewpoints that they deem to be correct without allowing much room for discussion. The positions of PAF and HCO, it seems, are often used as pulpits for the individuals' own, often socially progressive viewpoints. Perhaps this is merely because the positions attract self-described "feminists" and social progressives. Which in and itself I don't see as a problem. It seems only natural that the social activists would find themselves in positions in the community where they can facilitate these conversations. Personally, I take little to no issue with the viewpoints held by these individuals. I do, however, have an issue with the fact that the HCO's, in my experience, (wittingly or not) use their position to influence others into buying into their ways of thinking. This is counter to the ideals of Haverford, and seems to further
homogenize the outlook of individuals in this community.

250 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code isn't perfect, but I think it generally has a positive and profound impact on our community.

251 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It creates a respectful and more thoughtful social environment.

252 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yes

253 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I support the pillars of the code

254 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code is what holds the fabric of this college together.

255 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Lack of information

256 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I agree with what it does and aims to do.

257 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I support the Honor Code's resolutions.

258 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): 

259 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's the classiest part of Haverford.

260 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I don't think that it accomplishes much. It seems more like the voice of the student body that the administration only considers.

261 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe that it is effective in creating a community of trust concern and respect.

262 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification

263 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like the current way.

264 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Haverford isn't Haverford without the Honor Code.

265 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): it is the core of Haverford College

266 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): yes

267 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code presents standards that represent what the Haverford community wishes to uphold. Although it may not always be upheld the Honor Code gives us the basis by which we can maintain our integrity.

268 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): H

269 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think it is good as it is currently. I am in support of it.

270 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's effective

271 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s):: We need it

272 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Mainly because I feel that it functions about as well as it could (let's be pragmatic) just the way it is.

273 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It works.

274 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's necessary

275 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I agree with the decisions on the honor code made at plenary.

276 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s)::

277 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I do not believe the current social honor code is impactful or representative of the student body.

278 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code is a central part of Haverford College and it's presence is what makes this school unique. I have no objections towards it.

279 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s)::

280 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: We need it.

281 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: HONOR ROCKS!!!!!!

282 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code binds the school together. I wouldn't want to see Haverford without it.

283 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Code makes Haverford a unique and special place, and while it Code isn't perfect, I believe that it is about as close to perfect as it is possible to make it.

284 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I like the Honor Code, and it is an integral part of the community.

285 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Haverford's foundations rely on the honor code. In order for Haverford to be the same school it has been since it was established, the honor code needs to remain.

286 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code is an integral part of the Haverford community and, although it's execution is imperfect, it should continue to be respected and upheld to the best of the student body's ability.

287 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code creates an environment where I feel safe and respected.

288 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think the honor code is a critical aspect of the community here, in both its academic and social manifestations, and am thoroughly supporting its ratification.

289 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I have no real reason to object to the ratification.

290 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: As it said in the letter to the community in the Smallville abstract, the Honor Code provides a framework for every person at Haverford to grow and mature. Without the Honor Code, I don't think I would be who I am today.

291 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It works for me.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): While there are issues I have with the code, I believe that they can be best resolved within the current framework given to the community by the code, not by dissolving it. I also don't think that this campus is actively engaged enough with the code for anything to happen to the code if it were not ratified other than having a second plenary and eventually ratifying it. I think the best we can do is try to continue to engage in open dialogues in our day to day at Haverford with our peers either about the code specifically or in the spirit of the code, and take the fight out of the once a year plenary outburst, and disperse it into our lived Haverford experience.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I think that many issues were brought up during the plenary, and I believe that a greater discussion needs to be had on the value of the code and how it relates to Haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the community at Haverford needs the Code to survive as is. Though not without its flaws, the Honor Code should be ratified in order to be examined and discussed by its students. Not ratifying it would be a form of giving up hope that we can fix whatever issues we have.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I feel as if the social honor code is not as strong as it was a few years ago. It seems as if fewer people are using confrontation as a successful means to resolve conflicts.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): :) 

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): !

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I have personally experienced it as a bludgeon against me and do not feel comfortable ratifying a document that allows itself to be used in a way that so staunchly goes against how it was designed. Until the current Honor Council decides to uphold its values as they were intended, I am not in support of the Code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I never vote. But now I have.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): because jeremy told me to.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I love the code

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): i don't see any problem in it

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Although not perfect, and some aspects of the social part of the honor code are not completely being followed, having an Honor code that functions is necessary, and it will be necessary to talk about these things in more depth in the following semester and next year. As of right now, the honor code functions for the most part as it should, and that is why I am voting for its ratification.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is a strong and effective central component of the community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): It is difficult to manage those who would take advantage of the system, while still providing the benefits for those who would not.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I feel that the honor code is working well right now and I would like to
continue the privileges afforded to us by the honor code

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): love the code, yaaaaaa

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I have thoughtfully done this and I think its a pretty cool code we got. Lets keep it going.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I support the Honor Code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Can't do without it. It would cost the college more expenses too.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): yes

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is significant.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I love the Honor Code

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): -Socially, it does not function as it is intended. 
-Professors don't believe in its power 
-If your parents donate enough money, you can get out of honor code trouble 
-It is a very good idea, and its scope is more intended for a much smaller student body: there are too many students and the amount of work for members of council is more than should be expected 
-there needs to be a restructuring/resetting of the code

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It works

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's not perfect, but it's taught me a lot.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): So we don't have anarchy like last year.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the code has a net positive impact on the community

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I plan to follow it and agree with its contents.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It works

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Honor is NOT dead, y'all.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): オーナー コードってかっこいい！

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I don't have any problems with it, so I have no reason not to.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I have seen the Honor Code in nearly every possible light over my four years at Haverford, and I continue to be amazed at its resiliency, flexibility and universality. The Honor Code is and always has been an aspirational document: there are gaps between the words and their implementation. As I leave Haverford, I wish future years the best of luck in the arduous task of narrowing that gap for themselves personally and for the College as a whole. I've done four years: it has strengthened my moral compass, drawn me closer to my friends and enemies alike, and, I believe, left the College better off than when I arrived. I cannot hope for more.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe that the Honor Code encourages integrity, and fosters good relations between all students.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): It makes us more "complacent" in our interactions with the administration because plenary becomes the ultimate forum for addressing our needs even though the administration frequently disregards its resolutions.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I have the following objection(s): It makes us more "complacent" in our interactions with the administration because plenary becomes the ultimate forum for addressing our needs even though the administration frequently disregards its resolutions.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think it works.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): fcuk the honor code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is a staple to the schools mindset.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is a major part of Haverford and I could not imagine Haverford without it. It allows for a positive relationship between faculty and students as well as students and students.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I have thoughtfully considered and so forth.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It exists for a reason.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I care about the Resolutions and I think they were well explored at Plenary.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I agree with most of the contents.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code governs student life well.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code isn't perfect but it makes Haverford special. In my experience people with significant issues about the code haven't seen how things work at other colleges.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Kk.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Democracy must be given the chance to fail if it's to retain its character as a cultural choice, a part of living in an intentional community. In other words, if it's a living document, it must also be allowed to die.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It upholds the values that I find crucial and important to Haverford College academics and social life.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Many of were initially attracted to Haverford because of the Honor Code and many of us ultimately chose Haverford because of the community that the honor code fosters both academically and socially. The honor code creates a community where people can live together with an emphasis on such values of trust and responsibility. I want to continue to live in this type of community, thus I choose to ratify the Code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It makes sense!
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It works.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the correct amendments were passed and there are no internal flaws in the code as some spoke of at plenary.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I acknowledge that the application of the Honor Code is an exceedingly difficult process. I understand the intention behind the honor code. However, I could be wrong here. I feel as though the honor code will always be a monolithic document. The Honor Council operates with a perplexing mixture of transparency and secrecy. In short, I feel as though the student body does not take ownership of the Honor Code, but I see no reason to reject the Code's ratification.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): It seems that recent resolutions have focused on making it easier for Honor Council to deal with the large number of cases and abstracts coming through. We're seeing our system stretch—it was only designed for a few cases a semester and we're getting into much higher numbers than that. The plagiarism workshop seeks to teach people what to do to avoid accidental plagiarism, but what about people who really think they aren't going to get caught? How do we address the increasing number of apparently deliberate violations of the code?

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code is a key part of the Haverford community and defines us as a unique environment.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is an effective system that allows each student to maintain his/her individual integrity and fosters a community based on trust.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think the code is fine as it is.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yes.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It works well as it is.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the honor code is very important for the school.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yes.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): We need it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is essential to the Haverford experience.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I have nothing to write. I find this box troublesome. If I don't want to share my opinions as a member of the community, that's also my right.

Just kidding. But this box is annoying and probably shouldn't be mandatory...

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Haverford without the Honor Code isn't Haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like the honor code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s):: I think everything upholds the standards that the Honor Code has traditionally stood for.

361 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Honor code rules!

362 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: =)

363 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Essential to college experience.

364 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: for the take home tests!

365 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: its been working

366 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It works well.

367 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I like the honor code.

368 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It works!

369 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I like it.

370 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I feel the Honor Code in practice works for the majority of the student body and this written document helps instill the unique Haverford values we champion to the outside world

371 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It will carry on the tradition of respectful and understanding dialogue at Haverford.

372 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I love the honor code and the changes that were made to it last year. I think that the honor code is what allows us to have the community we do. Haverford would be a completely different school without it...not this same community that I love and feel at home in!

373 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Yes.

374 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is an essential piece to my time here at Haverford

375 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: O

376 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the Honor Code.

377 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I love the honor code

378 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code is not broken but the way we administer and treat the Code is. With problems last year surrounding commitment to the Code and the lack of excitement surrounding it before it failed ratification, we need to reevaluate our understanding of the code and our daily living of its principles.

379 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: because although it has its flaws it is well intended and makes students live to a higher standard

380 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): It's worked well for four years!

381 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): http://philadelphia.craigslist.org/

382 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like to love in a respectful environment and I love feeling like the code unites us

383 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Honor code is functional and alive.

384 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): While there are always kinks in the Code, that is a simple reality of having a living document. We view it differently each semester. I think the Code works and very clearly makes the College a better place. I'm glad we continue to check it, but I disagree with some of the concerns brought up at plenary. I think the campus is very honest for the most part. Furthermore, I do not think the increase in Honor Council trials over the last few years is really an indicator of problems with the Code. There are many ways that fact could be interpreted (maybe there were always this number of violations and people are being more honest coming forward because the Code is actually working better--we don't know). The trouble Council members are having with their work load is a real concern, but that means the Honor Council format might need to change, not that the Code as a whole is not working.

385 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Fair and maintains student integrity.

386 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because I believe in the honor code and even with its flaws it is something that necessary to have as a model to strive for.

387 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think it has had a positive benefit on my life so far, and I see nothing that needs changing.

388 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): While I think that there are flaws in the system, many of the recently administered 'shortcomings' of the code are NOT the result of faulty writing but instead the responsibility of dishonest students. The Honor Code can not hold students to a higher standard if students don't hold themselves to a higher standard. The issue, then, isn't if the Honor Code or Honor Council is strict enough, but instead of initiating college institutions like the admissions department and orientation programs are vetting incoming students in the ways of complete academic integrity. The Code works, some people do not.

389 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The student body does not uphold the values in the code to the standard that they should, especially socially. I have seen people cheat, lie, steal, and be unbelievably passive aggressive at the expense of others. This happens way too often for me to feel safe at Haverford or feel like people care about living by the honor code. It is not working but no one wants to say it because they do not want to take the time to truly think about it and make changes. I think the code itself is great, but if the students do not follow it then the code may as well not exist. I do not vote for the ratification of something that this student body does not give a shit about.

390 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is very essential to haverford and the college would be very different without it. It benefits everyone here and should be ratified

391 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's nice to have one

392 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is essential

393 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s):: I respect and value the current state of the code.  
394 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Dear reader, have a nice day.  
395 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: All of the added resolutions were argued effectively and I believe that they keep to the message of the honor code.  
396 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is well worded, clear, and necessary.  
397 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: All of the added resolutions were argued effectively and I believe that they keep to the message of the honor code.  
398 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code really creates our community. While I understand the stance of those who think it does not go far enough, I think it is easy for us in our Haver-bubble to forget how really incredible our community is. People are very kind and meaningful with their lives here.  
399 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Potatoes  
400 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It fosters a compassionate, thoughtful community.  
401 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Hi  
402 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: .  
403 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe in the code and the majority of the community's adherence and respect for it.  
404 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Even with the careful consideration with which we still need to regard our relationship with the code, I never doubt that its existence and importance at Haverford is truly special.  
405 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe that the Code is vital to our community and is working  
406 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Because I am not sure what other adjustments can be made to better the Honor Code.  
407 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is an integral part of Haverford (example: alcohol policy) that I feel most people abide by. I can't really imagine Haverford without one.  
408 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: While imperfect, I believe the honor code is a wonderful component of Haverford's campus that sets it apart in so many ways.  
409 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: I think many students do not feel the internal pressure of being required to bring themselves to Honor Council if they have violated the honor code.  
410 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: To perpetuate all that is being done.  
411 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: yay honor code  
412 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: the code represents our values and although there may be flaws we must
work through them with the code still enacted.

413 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe that it is an essential part of Haverford, and it makes me proud to be a member of this community.

414 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is the way of life at Haverford and while it is not inherently perfect, it is the best it can be to currently fit the needs of this student body.

415 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I came to Haverford partially because of the Honor Code. I believe in the power of it, but I want to see it become stronger. I want people to believe in it and embody it. The only way to attain this goal is by keeping it and working with it.

416 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's so late right now omg

417 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I think the social part of the honor code needs to be talked about more when it comes to behavior when intoxicated especially.

418 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Cuz its totes a cool thing that i wanna live in. Don't ever change babe. I lobe you

419 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because it works well.

s/o to b smith

420 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because I think it has worked pretty well so far, especially when I compare our campus to others with honor codes. Yeah, it is not perfect but no code is and I have faith it will develop nicely in the future.

421 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is necessary for the survival of Haverford.

422 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Seems to have gotten better from last year, but I am still concerned by the portion of the student body that doesn't care to observe the Code except when it suits them. Not everyone seems to understand why we even have a social Honor Code, let alone what it means to hold to it.

423 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I feel as though we can do so much more with the currently re-written code and should give it one more year to see if the changes are effective.

424 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code is one of the most amazing and distinctive elements of Haverford. Whether or not we, as a student community, are truly embodying the code as much as we should be is up in air. Regardless, without the code, we would not be who we are, and we would be without some pretty awesome benefits that students at other schools could only dream of.

425 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe that the honor code is at the center of Haverford, and that it is a very important part of who we are.

426 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I strongly believe in the Honor Code and in the Haverford community's ability to uphold the Honor Code.

427 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): 1. The code allows professors to be more creative with exams, papers, etc. 2. Feeling trusted by the community creates a liberating feeling that encourages academics. 3. I
appreciate the company of those who also commit to the code. With that said, I do think the
clearness committee should look at the impact of sports culture/ prevalence of sports culture on
the honor code.

428 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): Life is better with a Code. I try to follow it so I'll vote for it!

429 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): It helps make a better world.

430 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): It is the core of student life here. I think when we work hard to keep the
community in our minds the code is as strong and effective as it has ever been.

431 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): Why not support it? People have said that the code is problematic because
people don't follow it - I see this as a problem only if the majority of Haverford is neglecting the
code, and that's not what I see. I've met people who are ignorant and disrespectful, but I've met
just as many trustworthy people with so much integrity. People who think the code isn't working
should try to have a little more faith in people. We're not perfect but we're not in some social
crisis either.

432 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): It provides better opportunity for financial aid recipients to participate in
student government

433 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): The Honor Code holds us to a high standard of integrity, and integrity is the
foundation of any community, friendship, or bond of trust.

434 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s):.

435 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): I believe that the code makes Haverford a more positive place to live and at
this point in time I cannot think of anything that would make it better.

436 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): I believe the Code is working and will continue working well.

437 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): it provides an important base to our community

438 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): The Honor Code is necessary for the student body, and I agree with how it
is shaped currently.

439 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): The Honor Code is what holds the campus together as a community. I, for
one, do not want to see that community disappear.

440 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): The Honor Code is a huge part of why I'm at Haverford and I'm happy with
the document as it is currently.

441 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): It is perfect for this community in both academic and social aspects.

442 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): While we may not always act according to the honor code, at least we are
trying. To say that the honor code is flawed is one thing, to say it doesn't work, is a blatant lie.

443 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): I believe in what it stands for and does for our community

444 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): because I think the Honor Code is an important part of our community and I
agree with it.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's much better than the alternative.

The Honor Code may not work perfectly, but I think that it provides us with ideals that we can work to attain as a community.

The Honor Code is not a perfect document, and many people on campus don't follow its guidelines as closely as they probably believe that they do. Even if we all acted in exact compliance with the Code, the college would still have a lot of problems. However, from what I've seen and experienced myself in the last three and a half years, I do think that the Code prompts most of us to be more aware than usual of our actions, most of the time, and that does improve everyone's quality of life on campus. I would not want to take the Code away from future students before allowing them to try it for themselves and decide whether or not it meets any of their needs, or at least whether or not they prefer a non-omnipotent Code to a complete lack of a Code.

Perfection is overrated. All-powerful utopian documents are a horrible idea, and I think the Code strikes a reasonable balance between healthy behavioral pressure and micromanagement. I vote to keep the Code for another year.

I believe that an honor code is convenient for students. If it's broken, I'm quite happy to ignore that fact and buzz on how I've been buzzing.

I feel it preserves the Haverford community of trust and concern which is the main reason that I came here.

I have no objections to it, but I hope that discussions about it continue.

It fosters the Haveford community.

Our school cannot operate without it.

I approve of the Code as is.

kylen told me to ratify it.

Because my HCOs (Stuart Hean and Harvey Fulton) told me to.

I think the Honor Code helps provide for a great student experience at Haverford, and that is why I am voting for its ratification.

I think there are a lot of problems with the implementation of the code. I feel there are parts of campus that are not fully engaging with the code and I don't know if the administration respects the code and student wishes. However I do not believe it is the proper time to prevent ratification of the code.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code reflects my beliefs about the identity of Haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): it wouldn't be Hford without it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code makes Haverford Haverford

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's worked for us so far

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the Code to be integral to Haverfordian life and that it is probably best for some iteration of it to be in effect, even if particular aspects appear to not live up to the expectations of others. If need be, the Code should be altered or the proper applications of the Code should be made more clear while the Code is active rather than first suspending the Code in-order to prompt change.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): While there are some problems with the Honor Code, broadly speaking I think it plays a crucial role in shaping the unique environment at Haverford. As a senior in my last semester at Haverford, I am looking back on the past several years and am extremely grateful for what this school has given to and done for me--and so much of that has been dependent on the kind of atmosphere that a discourse like the Honor Code produces.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Honor Council needs help!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Honor code is why I chose Haverford

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because it works

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): because quaker values

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Agreed with a large portion of the code. I may have a few objections, but do not find them so significant as to enumerate them.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think the code is working well and is an integral part of the Haverford Community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is an important document that attracts students who are trustworthy, caring and responsible.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): we are tolerant here at haverford, but not affirming. we tend not to talk about uncomfortable issues when we can get away with it. we tend to want those with differences to keep those differences to themselves. i think this has more to do with the type of students that are admitted--white athletes--and less to do with the honor code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think that the Code is essential to the Haverford community. Without it we would be a completely different school and I probably would not have come here.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): i find it a valid & useful document that is open to change in order to suit the needs of the students

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I approve the Honor Code

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s):: Amen
479 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I agree with it wholeheartedly
480 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I agree with the ratification
481 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The only way the Honor Code can fail is if the people lose faith in it. The Honor Code is not a law imposed by a governing body, the Honor Code is a choice. And I for one choose it.
482 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Honor code is important for Haverford
483 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code is the reason I came to Haverford, and its idealism and commitment to life in respectful harmony within the community and without is resonant with my own beliefs.
484 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: Honor council has too much power and has gotten too full of itself.
485 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code is doing well. I am glad the resolution passed about student government and honor council positions receiving work-study for their work.
486 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: The social honour code is an expectation which we, as a community, should strive towards more virulently. Although it is BY NO MEANS a reason to not ratify the honour code, it is a legitimate concern which members of the community, including myself, have. Although I cannot think of a way to ensure adherence, I wholeheartedly pledge that from this day forward, I will uphold the social honour code with the same vigor which I hold the academic code.
487 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Code's good enough for me.
488 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I still think now what I thought when I decided to attend Haverford College, that the values expressed in the Honor Code create a great environment.
489 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: Although I believe that the Honor Code, in its current state, accurately embodies the values of integrity and dialogue that are supposedly cherished by the Haverford community, I have come to observe that to a certain extent, these values exist more in a doctrinal sense than in a practical sense, as demonstrated by certain collective actions of the student body. The recent escalation in violations, coupled with our initial failure to ratify the Code last spring, is likely to indicate the existence of apathy towards and negligence of the Code that have developed among the student body. I want to emphasize, however, that I do not believe that any alteration of the written Code would properly resolve these issues. Rather, I suspect that the issue lies within ourselves and that we must therefore reflect upon and change the way in which we interact with the Code rather than change the Code itself.

My hesitation towards ratification is derived from my sense that such reflection and modification have not yet occurred, and consequently, our actions do not seem to reflect the values to which we so ardently commit in the Code. It seems disingenuous to me to have an Honor Code that is contradictory to our actions, and it is for this reason that I am hesitant to vote for its ratification. That being said, I believe that failure to ratify, and the subsequent convening of a Special Plenary and likely revision to the written Code would accomplish nothing substantial, for as I have emphasized, I do not believe that the issue lies in the written Code itself. What I would prefer is if we as a community would take the time to examine our engagement with the Code and commit
ourselves to better practicing the word of the Code in our daily lives. I do recognize, however, that this is a rather idealistic goal, and to be quite frank, I am unsure if we as a community are willing to engage in such reflection and modification of our behaviors. Yet I will admit that such change can only occur gradually, and so I am willing to vote for ratification with the hope that I am not alone in my dedication towards personal reflection and behavioral change.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is what makes our community unique. It is up to each individual to abide by the honor code; we don't need to change the honor code in order for that to happen. It is written in a way that is relevant and reflective of our current community's needs. It is up to individual students to carry out the values of our honor code in their daily lives.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I enjoy alcohol in the safety of Haverford's campus.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): love

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's cool, broski.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yaay

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think it is great to live in a community where people socially and academically commit to the Code. I think it is important to keep this living, breathing document going in order to keep our community a place of respect.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think the honor code is functioning well in the community, and therefore I think it should be ratified.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): overall, it works

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code encourages students to take responsibility for their own actions rather than forcing people to do the right thing by threatening some punishment. Because of the honor code, students can count on each other to create a healthy environment in which people trust, have concern for, and respect each other. At Haverford, the honor code ensures that every community member contributes to creating the best possible experience for each other.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code is a system that requires the belief/support of the student body in order to function as it should. I choose to believe that the Code is a valuable asset that makes the Haverfordian way of life possible.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is an integral and effective part of the haverford community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I do not feel that the social code is acknowledged as an important aspect of the code in every day life, and I also feel like it is not followed. I didn't even feel like it was followed by our customs people during customs week, which seems like it should be the most important time as that is when we are learning about social life here.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I don't see a better alternative.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe in the honor code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is an important part of Haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): I believe the Honor Code is a crucial part of the Haverford community, one that ensures the acceptance and comfortableness of everyone member. Although it is a written code, the Honor Code extends past text into the social sphere. I believe the Honor Code continues to do this and works very well.

506 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's necessary to uphold the integrity of the community.

507 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I have recently seen how the code is effective and actually dynamic setting it apart from other disciplinary measures at other colleges.

508 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think it in general contributes to the high quality of life at Haverford. Its realization is not perfect, but it's a real thing as opposed to an idea, so it can't be perfect. It can be useful without being perfect.

509 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because I don't believe the honor code is a dying document and I believe that the spirit of the honor code is incredibly important to our community. I don't know what Haverford would be without it.

510 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The political nature of the social honor code makes it impossible to have campus-wide discussions on certain issues. For example, the Frank Lloyd Wright Honor Council Trial silenced the issue until the abstract was released and support for the cause has been ignored.

511 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I chose Haverford for the honor code, and although it has been frustrating it has not been disappointing.

512 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Honestly, I think the Code isn't really working. As someone I know put it, it is basically impossible to graduate Haverford without breaking the Honor Code. There are so many little things that people can do—saying they did the reading when they didn't, looking at SparkNotes or Wikipedia, accidentally talking more time on a take home test—that violate the Honor Code. I have seen more people get shit on by the Honor Code than actually benefit from it during my time at Haverford. Not everyone uses it to actually uphold reasonable standards; people are able to abuse it and fuck over other people. I probably shouldn't be cursing on this forum, but honestly, I have seen so many of my friends get screwed over by the Honor Code and its ridiculous process, so I resent it. Just my 2 cents.

513 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):

514 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code allows me to be who I am academically and socially. This to me is the most important part of Haverford.

515 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe in the honor code.

516 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Though there are flaws in the Code—because as people we are all inherently flawed—it is a much preferable alternative to living without it, as it is one of the things that makes Haverford an exceptional community and a place that I am proud to be a part of.

517 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code is awesome.

518 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Amazing.

519 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yay Honor Code!
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): There are important additions to the Honor Code given that Student Council is very time-consuming, especially since students sacrificed other commitments for honor council, and the changes in the procedure for being a member of honor council needs to adjust to the changing times that we are going through.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is an important part of this community and the ideas within the code are very important for all of us to try and adhere by. I believe that many of the problems that are talked about are not actually with the honor code but with how we choose to abide or not abide by it. Therefore, I think ratifying the honor code is important but we still need to have a campus-wide conversation about how we should be following the honor code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is a huge part of Haverford and I really think it is vital to the community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code streamlines many portions of life at Haverford. The mutual trust and respect that students have with one another and with administrators creates a very enjoyable atmosphere. Having been here for a little while, I can't imagine switching to a system that doesn't respect students, and denies them the benefit of the doubt.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Don't agree with resolution #1 addressed in Spring Plenary, Resolution to Decrease Financial Barriers to Student Government Participation.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It works well.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is good.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I find that the code mostly works and mostly improves my life is a college student.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe that the honor code is an integral part of the Haverford experience.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I question the effectiveness of the honor code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): But in response to the recent amendment, I think that students on honor council should be paid whether they're on financial aid or not.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): We work with what we got.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the honor code is essential to life at Haverford and should be ratified.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the Honor Code as it is now is not only vital to the operation of the College, but also functioning healthily. I believe the objections brought up at Spring Plenary during the discussion of whether or not to open ratification are valid, but cannot be solved by rejecting the Honor Code—rather, we as a student body must make a collective and conscious
effort to work WITHIN the Code while enacting the changes to the general atmosphere of the College that we may see as needed. I do not believe the issues which warrant these changes are significant enough to reject the Code, nor do I believe that they are in any way a product of the Code or any alleged abuse of the Code--rather, they are a product of many individuals not taking advantage of the social freedoms that the social component of the Code affords the student body.

536 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I love it

537 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Although there were some complaints about the social honor code, I feel that it is indeed working. Consider the fact that we all trust one another to leave our backpacks and things outside the DC where anyone could take it. Furthermore, I've seen that students genuinely respect each other and want to help each other.

538 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is a modifiable and yet enduring articulation of community values and aspirations in practice. The Code weaves this diverse community together, demanding mutual accountability and care, and creates the environment in which advanced and meaningful academic collaboration take place. It was why I applied to Haverford but also why, two years later, I am still grateful to be a student here.

539 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): i like the code

540 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Does anyone actually read this? I feel bad for the person who has to go through all of these. I haven't really thought about the code, but I dont have any issues with it, so I vote for its ratification.

541 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the Honor Code is an integral part of Haverford and I have confidence in it.

542 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): It is not followed in all circumstances. It's a lot of responsibility put on the students-- that can be avoidable with discipline.

543 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I think the social aspect of the Code needs an overhaul to take the things emphasized during Customs week and turn them into a more official part of living with the Code.

544 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is essential to the Haverford experience. It's what makes us unique and it's what keeps our community strong. Even if there are problems, it provides us a structure through which we can ameliorate them. Apathy is not a reason to question the validity of the Honor Code, it is a reason to hold to it and use it to reignite our collective passion for a respectful and thriving community.

545 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I love the honor code and the atmosphere it creates.

546 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): why not?

547 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I see no problem with it.

548 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It promotes taking pride and ownership of your work.

549 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I think the spirit of the Code is still going pretty well, but I think people tend to get stuck up in the legalize of the matter. Also, the HC procedures seem like they need fixing, so hopefully this is happening.
550 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think it works.

551 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Trust me. I have thought about it.

552 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is something that makes Haverford unique in a really positive way, and allows for the trust and respect that are necessary for a viable community to form.

553 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I love the Honor Code!

554 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think it is an important part of Haverford and serves the student body well, I believe that it reflects how we want the college to function.

555 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It creates a unique environment at Haverford.

556 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like the Honor Code!

557 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I think the Honor Code ought to be clean and free of grammar and usage errors; however, I realize the difficulty in pushing through an entire Plenary resolution just to change a few small points. My larger objection is the fact that the Honor Code that is directly linked from the Honor Council website *does not match* the Honor Code which appears in the online version of the constitution. I would prefer if the section numbering were made consistent, and I would like to see Section 3.08 of the Constitution brought up to date with the changes made in the fall (see the second to last paragraph). Here are the links: http://honorcouncil.haverford.edu/the-code/ and http://honorcouncil.haverford.edu/resources/full-constitution/#code. Thank you!

558 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is the skeleton of this college, and no one likes a pile of internal organs...

559 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): the bird is the word

560 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It has worked so far and I only see the new resolutions improving the honor code, not detracting from it.

561 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Ethan Adelman-Sil's comments during Plenary, though vociferous, were not unfounded. What enables the code to work so well, and to live up to its name as a breathing document, is its encouragement of open confrontation, emphasis on communication of differing ideas, and insistence on looking difficult, uncomfortable, even awkward discussion in the face. Ethan's points should be considered, regardless of how often they've been made, or how loudly. I certainly agree with the problems he identified in the social mien of Haverford (the lack of openness, an obsession with political correctness, a tendency to avoid uncomfortable topics and community growth in favor of a veneer of friendliness), but I think the social code contains the means and the language necessary to change them. I just hope that in ratifying the code, people will take the opportunity to understand what it asks of them, and that if they don't, honor council will keep an eye on student life, and perhaps explore resolutions to make the code a larger part of it.

562 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's working well!

563 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I love it.

564 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code makes Haverford what it is. Even though it is not perfect, we are
all human, it is as perfect as it can get.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I don't want to have Special Plenary again.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): With Honor Code = :) Without Honor Code = :( 

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): This iteration of the Code maintains Haverford's ethical spirit.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I love it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yo

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): There may be problems, but the idea of the honor code trumps the text, and the idea is largely working.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Honor Council likes to pretend that it's a real court of law and, as a consequence, seems hell-bent on destroying lives lately for relatively minor moral transgressions. Punishments I've read about in the 80s, 90s, and early-to-mid 2000s' abstracts were a lot more reasonable and just. The draconian, almost puritanical culture that permeates today's Honor Council and its members needs to change.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Still an integral part of Haverford

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): We focus too much on the academic side of the honor code, but not the social side: ie: underage drinking, etc.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's what makes Haverford Haverford

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I can't in good conscience vote for the Honor Code when I know that Honor Council is a corrupt, disorganized, dishonorable institution that fails to live by the Code. It is a discriminatory, unrepresentative, irresponsible institution that requires serious reform. As someone who was a confronting party in a recent trial, I found Honor Council to be a soft punitive body that produced weak and dishonest resolutions that were certainly not restorative. It is a kangaroo court, and a scripted process that fails to promote substantive restoration or productive conversations. It is a painful, indifferent experience that does very little to support the victim. Any person who has been subject to harassment, or victimization by other members of the Haverford community should have their issues address either by a dean's panel or through the EEOC.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I love the code and I want more of it. At the same time, I think that we need to work further on making the code and confrontation more personal issues that we take responsibility for and speak up on behalf of.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe in the honor code and the principles it is founded upon.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is a binding force in our community and helps keep us together

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Honesty and integrity should be key in both academic and social situations. The honor code makes this idea a binding force in our community.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): It's not Haverford without the Honor Code, but there needs to be done about the present state of affairs.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Too much shit is going down for the code to be working...

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like living by the Honor Code and the social and academic things it governs.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): The Code derives its power through symbolism. The Code itself, however, does little to 'humanize' relationships between students, faculty, and staff. The Code, therefore, serves to placate the community vis-a-vis addressing the underlying non-existence of our community's purported "Quaker Values".

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): We cannot survive without it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): honor codee

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): the code, the code

I love it a load
it regulates us
though it's tautologous
it must change and adapt down the road

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): We need it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is sound document that best exemplifies the rules of social and academic behavior.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I chose Haverford in large part because of the Code. It is not a perfect system, but I wholeheartedly believe that Haverford's social and academic experiences would be incomplete without the code. I do not wake up every morning thinking about my relationship to the Code (and I doubt any students do), but I do take my relationship to the code very seriously and believe that it has made me a more humane, thoughtful and engaged student both inside and outside of the classroom.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I strongly believe in the Code as it is the core base of the foundation of Haverford's unique, accepting and welcoming community. The talk about changing the Code in my opinion is not the best method to fix the problems that were addressed at Plenary because a change in words on paper is not in effect until the community acts upon such. Therefore the resolution to such problems is the conscious effort of each student, to make sure they are abiding by the community's standards/ the Code. For this reason, I agree to ratify the Honor Code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Despite claims that the honor code is not really working or the student body isn't taking it seriously, I think the honor code is fine the way it is. But there needs to be some sort of communication among the students to discuss the code and how the current student body should address the doubts some may have. In other words, the code is fine the way it is and maybe it's just the dynamic of the current student body that makes it seem like the honor code is not working.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is generally successful.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): The Honor Code is essential to life at Haverford, and without it the community would lose much of what makes it great.

594 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Students seem ambivalent about the code. I think we as a community need to think more thoughtfully about how we relate to the Code and each other so that we can live up to the goals we have set for ourselves.

Honor Council seems overworked and ambivalent about keeping its procedures and cases transparent. I think Honor Council needs to think about its relationship to the entire campus.

595 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code is a positive part of the Haverford community. It is not the code that has flaws. If anything, it is the apathy or confusion of members of the student body which need to be fixed. I love the code!!

596 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): The disgusting way that Honor Council treated students involved in the "invisible disabilities" case from last semester. Both the number of students who broke confidentiality on this case as well as the severely punitive (rather than restorative) resolutions imposed have made me seriously question the judgement of that jury and made me wonder how one can be bullied through Honor Council.

597 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe having a code is better than not having a code.

598 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe in the Honor system and hope to continue work in honor of it.

599 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Although I think most Haverfordians would maintain a respectful environment even without the Honor Code, having a formal standard of trust, respect, and concern ensures integrity within academic and social life.

600 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe it is working.

601 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because the honor code is what makes this place function. There are flaws, but it's the best system I can imagine.

602 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Something needs to be fixed with the way Honor Council functions. Also, we need more education about the code as an attempt to slow the ridiculous number of trials we're having. Finally, I don't really believe Plenary works very well. When it's a struggle to get 50% of the student body to show up to something that happens once a semester that is supposedly one of the cornerstones of what makes Haverford the place it is, something is wrong.

603 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I love Kelsey Ryan.

604 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think that although the Code is not always implemented perfectly, the spirit Code is extremely special and important to life at Haverford. I feel that to not ratify the Code at this juncture would invalidate the spirit of the Code, and it would be difficult for the code to regain its sense of importance after such a blow.

605 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I support the natural trust and friendliness found on campus from the Honor Code.

606 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It reaffirms the values that ensure a position in which future manifestations will reflect both a condensation of time and space as well as a duty to embody the highest prescription... But actually, it upholds the same principles that brought me here in the first place.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe that it accurately reflects the proper academic and social environment present at Haverford. I also believe in the ability and necessity of the honor code to uphold these beliefs.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe that the code is working and is an essential element of Haverford. Some people have voiced concerns about the social aspects of the honor code but I believe that it must be up to individuals to regulate their own behavior instead of being overly reliant on the code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think the honor code is an important part of Haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is integral to the maintenance of Haverford as a safe and respectful place.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code is essential to Haverford's character and to my own relationship with the College.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Last year many students gathered together to rewrite the Honor Code to make it fit with our needs at the time. I still feel the Honor Code is effective and has a place here at Haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): While recent concerns have arisen regarding the administration's position on the Code, I think that the Code needs to be upheld and the spirit of the Code enhanced in the student body.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like the code. Do you know what I am saying?

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think that the honor code is effective and directly contributes to a respectful community, and although people raise concerns of it not being as effective as it could be, I personally feel comfortable with the role and extent to which I have observed the honor code playing in my interactions here at Haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think the honor code is integral to the Haverford community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the Honor Code would work if everyone followed it and took it seriously.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I applied to Haverford, in large part because of the honor code. And during my time as a student here, I have had a lot of time to reflect on the meaning/purpose of the honor code. I choose to vote for its ratification as this is my last opportunity to vote, but I have a number of objections, many of which are difficult to verbalize. But mostly, my lack of desire to share my objections is because our community struggles to truly hear criticisms that they don't want to hear. Having just gone through the traumatizing experience of "re-writing" the honor code last year, I imagine that hearing that some students still feel the honor code still isn't working perfectly may be difficult for some to deal with.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I just wanna sleep, so I'm sorry I have no reasons.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the honor code is integral to the operation of Haverford College and I believe the code makes the college a better place to live.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):...
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is a useful commodity at this school.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I live the code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code proves that the whole world isn't so selfish and bad as people assume.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's great as it is.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think that after the code was thoughtfully revised last year, it now better reflects what we want and need it to be, and I believe that we do truly need the code as the backbone for Haverford. It is a reminder, a commitment, a source of support and inspiration and a resource for our community, and I wouldn't want to be at Haverford without it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): it's great!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Honor code rox

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I trust the student body and do not feel very strongly on many of these issues.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's worked well in the four years I have been here.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code is awesome and it is essential to life at Haverford and our amazing community!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the honor code makes Haverford a better place.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think the honor code is important to Haverford and it's function. I wish more people followed it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I enjoy the privileges and the responsibilities that the Code provides.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It has a positive impact on the community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like the honor code in its current form.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's awesome and an integral part of haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): because I support and believe in the Honor Code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): The social portion is frankly just not followed in practice.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is a vital part of Haverford's academic and social environment.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like it. Also I'm a second semester senior. It's made for a great Haverford experience so far, and while it's not perfect, I think it's functionally almost perfect for most people. Also, props to TRON for his excellent live tweeting of Plenary.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): There are issues with the honor code at Haverford. Everyone knows this. But the code itself is not the problem. The people claiming to follow it are the problem.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Swag swag like Caillou.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Good

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code seems to be functioning and any issues are minimal and can be addressed while the code is in effect.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): because the honor code is important to our ethical growth

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yay code

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): honestly, because i'm lazy.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): it works, and we just discussed what was "wrong" with the Code at Special Plenary last year

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): i think we need to have something else in place for people to take it more seriously

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Works reasonably well

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is essential to the Haverford environment. The level of trust shared among students and faculty is something to be proud of.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think the Honor Code is a unique and important part of the Haverford community, and I think it is working well.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think the Honor Code is integral to life at Haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): i like the code

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's worked pretty well so far.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): The social honor code needs to be enforced better and taken more seriously!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): the Honor Code is the reason I come to Haverford

663 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because I think has a large contribution in shaping the Haverford community, and making Haverford what it is.

664 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's worked for the years that I've been here.

665 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): hello

666 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor code is an essential part of what makes haverford haverford -- while there are indeed some flaws with it, the spirit of trust and respect it engenders is incredibly valuable, and it would be stupid to do away with such a thing.

667 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Every year I ratify the code, what I want and expect out of the code changes. As a senior, I no longer believe that the code can create a student that wouldn't follow it-- I think we all follow the code at a level that we are comfortable to, from some people who feel comfortable cheating on take-home exams to some people who feel comfortable screaming at someone while drunk at a party. Neither are particularly representative of "trust concern and respect," both are students who exist here. but what we can do in the course of our time at Haverford is two-fold: we can fight to better teach one another what it means not to "break the honor code," but to treat one another with respect.

668 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I appose ratification.

669 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe that it is important to have an honor code

670 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): We are settling for a system that is failing a larger and larger portion of our population. We have stopped having honest and open conversations where we are each fully present, but rather we settle for the politically correct and the code now hinders us from reaching actual resolution in conversations. Furthermore, it is not used by the administration to help the students but rather as an advertisement strategy. When was the last time they actually took seriously what we decided during plenary?

671 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): As far as my experience goes, I think the Honor Code is doing a good job of maintaining an open, honest community and promoting genuine dialogue within the community, both academically and socially.

672 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Many people who go to Honor council simply get a slap on the wrist. There comes a point where harsher penalties need to be enforced.

673 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Go hawks

674 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code represents my concerns as a Haverford student.

675 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The amendments will help bolster the honor code's impact on the community and make it's intentions more clear.

676 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the college environment really benefits from having an honor code.

677 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code continues to be an embodiment of the values I want the
student body to compose itself by

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): it seems pretty cool

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I feel our Honor Code is unique but does not exempt us from the sins of any society...I feel students are overly idealistic about the Honor Code and need to treat our community with the same aggressive scrutiny that we would any other community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The HC is great. It's the glue that holds Haverford together.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code is an important part of life at Haverford, and while the system may need re-working and amendments, it makes sense to keep moving forward with it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Despite the problems we've been seeing with the Code, it defines the atmosphere at Haverford and should be preserved and continuously improved.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I know they honor code is not a perfect system. I know that it has its flaws and that we should never get complacent about it. But I'm a pragmatist, and I like things that work. And the honor code works. We may not always speak our minds perfectly, but I believe that the proportion of people at this school who are academically honest and respectful of others is just higher than that of other schools, and the honor code is a big reason why. I wish more people were more invested in it, but not everyone ever will be. As is, the code works. We're a lot better off with it than without it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's good

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe that the Honor Code's core aim of fostering mutual understanding via constructive dialogue betters our community and enriches our lives.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I'm a senior and don't care enough to think critically and not ratify it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I think there are some serious issues with negligence, ignorance, and apathy within the student body with regards to the honor code (particularly the social aspect). I also think that the system is flawed in that only students are bound to the honor code, whereas other members of the community (professors, staff, etc.) do as they please.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): ...

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yes.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It works. It's convient. I'm going to adhere to it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): As a graduating senior I believe that I should vote with the voice of the incoming freshmen, and try to imagine what Haverford will be like in 4 years rather then what it has been in the past for me. I want 2018 to have just as strong a relationship to the Honor Code as 2014 does because they deserve a chance to wrestle with it and enjoy t the say way we have.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): duh

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): it creates a wonderful learning and living environment and community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): The Honor Code isn't perfect, I do think that it is a functional document - so I think that it makes sense to keep it while we have conversations about how to make it better.  
695 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is for the students, as a student here, I believe that my interests and those of my peers are represented in this document.  
696 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Good stuff  
697 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code rocks  
698 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Gg  
699 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code is good  
700 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): This school embodies it pretty well.  
701 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think the Honor Code works well as it is.  
702 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I love lamp.  
703 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's great!  
704 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is important to Haverford!  
705 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Why do I have to justify my vote?  
706 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It works as is.  
707 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): meh  
708 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is awesome  
709 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe it works and that it offers students an integral part of life at Haverford.  
710 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code is an integral part of the way this college functions, and, though it may have some drawbacks, has proven, in my eyes, to largely benefit the community in a way that I find important and necessary.  
711 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code fits my perspectives and needs.  
712 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is why I came to Haverford  
713 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Love dat Honor Code  
714 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I do not believe that only a few students should be paid for honor council. It creates an unnecessary division such an organization does not need.  
715 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): With all of the resignations, I don't think the current system is effective.  
716 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): The code is an integral experience of my experience at Haverford, and I want to retain it as it is.

717 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I've never had any issue with the Honor Code and I think its a core Haverford value.

718 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because a potentially flawed code is better than no code at all and I have no idea what changes would need to be made to fix it.

719 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I strongly believe that the honor code needs to remain in effect at this institution. It was the thing that made me want to attend here, and if it is no longer in existence, it will not support the community in the way that I once envisioned it, and still do today.

720 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code, simply put, is what makes Haverford what it is: a place where ideas can be exchanged freely and respectfully, a place where students can focus on the pursuit of excellence, and most of all, a place where all students feel comfortable with each other. The community created and maintained by the Honor Code has few parallels in the world, and it would be truly tragic if we were to lose it.

721 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Though the Honor Code, may not always facilitate social interactions well, (this may largely be to social pressure or different interpretations of the Code), it currently serves a vital purpose in the academics and image of this community. I think we should all keep the code and the respect it demands for other people in mind in our daily lives, and in order to do so we must have the Code.

722 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): The Honor Code is an integral part of life at Haverford College, I appreciate it for all it is worth and for how it makes Haverford so unique from other institutions. The recent rise in Honor Council Academic proceedings is certainly concerning and coupled with the inability to ratify the code originally last Spring may represent a rise of apathy in the community toward the code. Of course I vote to ratify the code, life here is so much better with it - but I do have reservations about the integration of the code into the community. Hopefully this year's Clearness Committee is able to clear that up.

723 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I love the Honor Code! It's not perfect, but neither are we.

724 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code works when everybody tries to make it work

725 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code is what makes us who we are, and Honor Council has never received enough thanks for maintaining our Haverford-ness.

726 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): During plenary the social honor code was brought up, but the faults that were pointed out were faults that each of us as individuals should consider about our conduct.

727 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): too many people abuse it

728 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like the honor code.

729 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's good but people are sometimes wary of how they interact with fellow Fords - don't always express what they'd like because afraid of disrupting the balance... maybe something will implode some day... or maybe we'll all become too constrained to act in the real world after the Bubble...

730 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): It's worked and works and will continue to work for the community.

731 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I have an issue with the honor code when it comes to race and class (as well as a myriad of different groups, but especially race and class), issues get swept under the rug. We as a student body *assume* that trust, concern, respect means we are treating everyone that way, instead of actually treating them that way.

732 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): No reason not to

733 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because I do not think Haverford would be the same without it.

734 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): I have no problem with the Code itself, actually. But I do take issue with the fact that lately people have been blaming the Code for faults in themselves and other people. We could rewrite the Honor Code 4,000 times and people would still make mistakes. I guess I'm just tired of listening to people say we shouldn't ratify the Code until we figure out what's wrong with it.

735 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like the code and think it is adequate

736 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): Although I believe in the Honor Code and it's power to the full extent, I feel that there are some growing concerns within the community regarding it and it's ratification. Students are becoming increasingly concerned with how administration works without the framework of the Code - I hope in the future some students will put forth the necessary changes. Although I do not personally believe the Honor Code needs to change, I think that it is a living document so I hope that those who chose to go against the Code's ratification take some time to thoughtfully consider their own personal relationship with the Code. But honestly, I am proud to live in such a community that is student lead, and fosters the development of such extraordinary community members.

Also, thank you to the SC Co-Sees, you rarely get the credit you deserve but I know how much time goes into this process - you are equally as wonderful.

737 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I hope this gets ratified

738 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Even if implementation is occasionally poor, I believe that the spirit of the code and that of it which is written down represents the will of the Haverford community and the values that I value.

739 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Without the code, Haverford would be such a different place. The code is not perfect but it is why I chose to come to haverford

740 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Part of the 66%

741 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code is what makes Haverford unique and is a great self-governing force that the student body shares.

742 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): ,

743 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It works

744 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think it's good to have!
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):

No problems.

The Honor Code is grool!

because it would make jon sweitzer-lamme happy, and if i can make even one person happy in my life i will not have been a failure

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):
The honor code is why I came to Haverford, and contrary to some of the complaints that I heard in Plenary, I believe it functions every day to create the most welcoming and enjoyable student lifestyles that I've ever seen.

The honor code is a special part of Haverford

The Honor Code is what makes Haverford the community that I chose to join. It creates the trust which makes our education unique. It fosters collaboration which can create experiences which transcend the individual experience. The honor code, while not a document capable of creating an ideal society, is a document which encourages its followers to always strive forward for a better world.

NA

I think the Code works and creates an amazing learning and social environment.

I agree with it

I still have great concern about the relationship the community as a whole has with the honor code, the administration and faculty included. I believe this institution should be held to the honor code in their decision making, as well as the student body.

I follow it, and I think it is doing more good than harm.

The code is not flawless but works very well.

I have read through it and feel confident and comfortable in its need and purpose

k

It allows our professors trust us, and it allows us to trust each other.

I love Haverford the way it is.

I think a large majority of the people on campus are too apathetic about the code and how they fit it into their lives, and although I love the code, I feel it would be misrepresenting the way the student body acts if I were to ratify it now without any changes in the actions of people on campus.

The honor code remains vital to the functioning of the Haverford community.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s): .

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's still working. Yay!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Despite its many flaws, I think it is still amazing and effective.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It works well the way it is.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code underlies the spirit of Haverford. Most fords are happy to comply with the measures it establishes and I would venture to say that they are happy to discuss its shortcomings with those who are not as supportive.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's a cool thing yo.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's an integral part of Haverford, both academically and socially. Though we often fall short of living up to the code, it's an important ideal to strive for.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is vital to the Haverford community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Although people are not perfect, the Code is an excellent means of guidelines - morally, academically, and socially. I think it is a wonderful goal to aspire to, and encourages communication and self-reflection.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I came to Haverford for the Code, and all four years that I have been here I have used the Code and seen it in practice around me. People are not perfect. We can only imperfectly strive for any ideal we choose. Still, I would not want to be anywhere else.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I agree with Ethan, I think we need to talk about the social component.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It has been an integral part of my experience at Haverford and, while there are problems with it, I ultimately think it is what makes this community what it is.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I support it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I feel that the honor code is a big part of this college and I do feel that we talk about it a lot.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is one of the things that makes Haverford Unique. Even if it's not perfect, I don't want to loose it!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): it's the basis of the community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Though I don't think that the Honor Code is a perfect document or followed by the entire student body, I think that the journey that the individual goes through in relating to the Honor Code is an important one and the document should be preserved if only for that reason.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Honor Code, academically and socially, is awesome and works. The so called "problems with the honor code" or criticisms are just because of specific people or
circumstances, not the nature of the code itself.

782 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): YOLO

783 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is what makes Haverford Haverford

784 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is awesome and I love it.

785 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Trust concern respect!

786 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Ultimately the Honor Code works, and its spirit is essential to Haverford life.

787 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): love the code

788 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code has informed the way I live at Haverford. Haverford wouldn't be the same without it.

789 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code represents the core of life at Haverford. I feel that most issues with our community can be resolved by open discussion, which the code supports as it stands now. This means that it is up to us as a student body to be active in these endeavors if we see an issue and furthermore understand that nothing is perfect.

790 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code is a crucial part of everyday life at Haverford and it needs to be maintained for the good of the community. Without the code, Haverford would not be a special place.

791 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I vote for its ratification as I support the Honor Code's mission to instill values of trust, respect, and concern within our community. I also truly value how the code seeks to permit all students to attain a great sense of responsibility and independence and I wish to see these values continue to be affirmed within the Haverford community.

792 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think we need it to keep going, no matter it's flaws

793 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's crucial for haverford's environment. Any issues we have with it come more from the practice of students than the code itself.

794 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): We need the Honor Code.

795 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the Honor Code is an integral part of our community and even though there are times that the Honor Code fails to be present sometimes in our social endeavors, as long as we as a community work towards involving ourselves more with the Honor Code, we can reach a place where everyone is comfortable and everyone can voice their opinions.

796 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): =

797 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code works fine

798 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): We can reflect on ways to improve the honor code/our relationship with the honor code while still having an honor code.

799 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
following reason(s): It is conducive to an honest and intellectually stimulating atmosphere
800 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's wonderful
801 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I see no reason to object
802 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yes
803 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It works.
804 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It helps to shape a productive and vibrant community at Haverford
805 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Even though it's not perfect, the Code works and is a core part of our community.
806 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think for most of us, it's still working.
807 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Djdlsksdhjalamxbc
808 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is a central element of Haverford culture
809 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Works better than anything else
810 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think that the honor code works
811 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's dope
812 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I have no objections to it.
813 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): ---
814 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): because
815 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because the Honor Code is what makes Haverford great
816 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I love the honor code
817 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Although it has its flaws, the honor code creates a bond and safe space among most students.
818 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I don't believe that the Honor Code is "broken," only that some of us are unable to live by it 100% of the time.
819 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe the code is being effective in its mission to create a trusting, respectful environment for students, staff, and faculty, especially after the changes made at special plenary last year
820 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's awesome.
821 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): it provides students the foundations for success
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think that it continues to make this community stronger.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is a success. While it is by no means perfect, it more than adequately expresses the values of the Haverford community. As long as we continue to incorporate the Code into our daily lives, each of us interpreting it and taking ownership of it with every decision we make, mundane or important, this wonderful community will live by the values of trust, concern, and respect, and we will maintain the beautiful document that is the Code as our mission statement.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): There's nothing wrong with Honor Code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): go hc.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): :) I believe the current content and wording is satisfactory.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Why not?

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code is what holds this community together.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is a great thing and in my personal experience works well.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I would like to ratify the Honor Code because I appreciate some of the fundamental rights and level of trust it gives students.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Code is a crucial part of Haverford's academic and social culture and it's one of the many reasons why I have loved attending this school for 4 years.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): We need it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like it!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's important to the operation of the college.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is an integral part of Haverford, it is the reason I came to this school.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Honor Code is important to Haverford community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's awesome.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I have no problem with the Code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I like it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Allows flexibility, what makes Haverford, Haverford.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):

- The honor code is an essential part to the functioning of Haverford and is also one of the key factors that attracts students here.
- It keeps us honorable!
- I believe that the Code is in trouble, that it has a hard time reaching the entirety of the community and that it has reached an ambiguous status as not quite legislation, and yet more than guidelines. However I also believe that the only way to fix these is to work with the code we have. A British revolution if you will, working upon old foundations to build new systems. So I vote for its ratification.
- Yes
- I agree with what the honor code stands for.
- Unproctored exams, one of Haverford's most appealing aspects is its honor code, professor-student trust, the welcoming and trusting social atmosphere, etc etc etc
- Students need to be better with confronting each other directly before bringing issues to professors and honor council
- We need changes
- The Honor Code is fine the way it is.
- All seams well for me
- The honor code has defined my past 3 years at Haverford and I would like it to continue to do so.
- I think it's working.
- Ratification of the code shouldn't constitute total acceptance of its current state.
- I agree with both the spirit and the content of the code.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yes

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because it keeps Haverford honest and unique

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yay honor code!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's benefit to the overall Haverford community

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is essential to my Haverford Experience

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It still works.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think the honor code is fine in its current form.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I attended the Plenary and thought the Code was not a mistake for our community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): More pong

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think it's working well

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): yay honor code! yay plen! thanks for all the hard work honor council

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Why not?

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code guides my life on and off csmpus

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I hate special plenary.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I feel that the code is integral to the Haverford experience and I would not want to be here without it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The amendments seemed reasonable.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It works.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Haverford isn't haverford without the code

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I am a strong believer in the honor code and have been since I arrived at Haverford. I think it is the document that really makes our community a special place and also attracts the same kind of people who share similar values to Haverford in the first place. Of course, we are all human and the Code sometimes fails, but I think that our commitment to restorative justice is important in allowing people to learn from their mistakes and return to the community as a better person.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's the best.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): We need it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because it's important.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Why do I have to write something just let me vote yes.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): We all have to be committed to it for it to work.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): My last honor code ratification! Crossing my fingers for no special plenary!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): We need the code in order to function at the level that we do.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): We are a student body with a plurality of flaws, coming together to make a code that is as little flawed as possible. Does the lack of respect for the social code on weekends scare me? Yes. Am I bothered by the attitude that you have to have been on honor council to really "get" the code, and that such a group can selectively interpret and rewrite a document made up of our multitudes of histories? Irrefutably. Does the chatter and careless conformity of plenary suggest that it is a broken system? Probably. Yet despite our reluctance to confront and ease of indifference, I still will do everything in my power to keep the code relevant, alive, and reflective of the student body that ultimately defines it. I believe the code should flesh out its social section to include the necessary sense of duty to uphold community standards, and what precisely they are. I believe we need to respect the pluralities of histories that have shaped our understanding of the code. And I believe honor council is a dedicated and extremely overworked group that need to continually strive for transparency so that if there is disparity between the "campus" perspective on the code and the "council" perspective, those differences can be shared and developed.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I think it's an integral part of the Haverford experience and the school would not be the same without it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I love the honor code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's a great thing.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is an integral part of Haverford. The college would not be the same without it. It shapes my daily life, interactions, academics, and athletics. I love the Code and therefore ratify it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe it is up to date and an accurate reflection of our community's goals.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Any problems with the code are due to our implementation, not the document itself. In general, I believe the Honor Code ensures a stronger environment if trust, concern, and respect than I have seen anywhere else.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code is awesome, and it's working.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is an integral part of Haverford. The college would not be the same without it. It shapes my daily life, interactions, academics, and athletics. I love the Code and therefore ratify it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I believe it is up to date and an accurate reflection of our community's goals.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Any problems with the code are due to our implementation, not the document itself. In general, I believe the Honor Code ensures a stronger environment if trust, concern, and respect than I have seen anywhere else.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code is awesome, and it's working.
following reason(s):: The honor code makes me happy

900 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Thanks, II.C.

901 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Because the Code is perfect in every way :)

902 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Because I like the honor code.

903 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It works.

904 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Central to Haverford identity, promotes positive social and academic learning environment

905 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think thoughtful changes have been made over the last couple of years and need time to work.

906 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe that the honor code is one of Haveford's greatest strengths, and I therefore believe it should be ratified for another year.

907 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code is great!

908 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: :-(

909 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: Honor code is great

910 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I think that we have problems with adhering to the Code (especially the social Honor Code) on this campus, but not with the code itself. I think the people in this community need to take a hard look at how they treat each other and their environment and ask themselves if there are deserving of the Code and all its benefits. I think enough changes to the Code itself have happened, now we need to change our actions.

911 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The Honor Code is awesome!

912 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I like having an honor code.

913 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It's affects on the community here at Haverford

914 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: The honor code is what shapes the community and it is what is necessary for Haverford to continue being the awesome place that it is.

915 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is something I carry with me everyday. It ensures Haverford as a place of collaborative growth and learning.

916 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I believe it is best for the school.

917 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: I agree

918 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):: It is important for the structure of this school.

919 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification, but I have the following objection(s):: oh shut up haverford
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I agree with the Honor Code and vote for its ratification.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I don't believe the social part of the code works and am disappointed in honor council for the way they have handled certain trials.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code works.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code's really quite neat, Cause it keeps us alert on our feet. We know to be wary, And not stray or vary, From principles such as "don't cheat!"

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): while there have been an increasing number of issues with people following the Honor Code lately, the people doing so are still in the minority. The Honor Code makes Haverford what it is. I can't imagine this school without it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because it represents the community of the school.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It doesn't work. Honor Council can be bullied into doing things that powerful students and faculty members want, and has become nothing more than a system the college uses to educate itself.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because I will most likely get beaten if I don't. Also, because I would like to turn this school's norm into an ideological hegemony, which is a thing, because (political) science, bitches!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): :) 

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The code is the reason why I came here and while it is not perfect, at the end of the day it works in a lot of ways.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It may not always work but I follow it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Although it's an incredibly flawed document and there's a great deal of BS that comes with it, I don't think a more perfect document is possible right now and it's not worth the strife of not having an honor code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Coming from a place where trust, concern, and respect was hard to come by I appreciate the spirit of the Honor Code and believe that it is an internal and working part of Haverford despite its criticisms.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): I don't have any problems with it and I think it's working as well as can be expected.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): it satisfies my needs for an honor code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's working!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's great/makes HC a special place.
I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Successful plenary and a general sense of engagement seem to be back. The malaise is disappearing. Viva la code.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It's great!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): chaos reigns

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is why I am here.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Haverford Honor Code was an important factor in my decision to apply to Haverford College. I like the sense of trust in our community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because I love the code!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is a document of ideas, and we should be constantly striving to improve our adherence to it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It works

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): self scheduled exams

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): none

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): 

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yes.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): No need for change.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is awesome.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): good

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code, and I do not vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): chaos reigns

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It is why I am here.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Haverford Honor Code was an important factor in my decision to apply to Haverford College. I like the sense of trust in our community.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Because I love the code!

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The Honor Code is a document of ideas, and we should be constantly striving to improve our adherence to it.

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): It works

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): self scheduled exams

I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s):
947 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): none.

948 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): Yes.

949 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): No need for change.

950 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): The honor code is awesome.

951 I have thoughtfully considered my position on the Code and I vote for its ratification for the following reason(s): good.